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A HELLENI8TIC LEGACY: THE FOUNDATION FOR AN
'UNORTHODOX' WORLD VIEW
WITmN BYZANTINE TRADITION*
(part two)
The Gnostic World View
The gnostic world view, like that of Posidonian Stoicism, is a synoptic
view which various Hellenistic religious systems share1. Also like the
Posidonian view, it is an astrological Weltanschauung in which the seven
planets play a primary role2. Commenting on this similarity, Bevan re-
marks:
There is an undeniable family resemblance between his [Posidonius']
world, in which the souls rise through grosser air to the spheres of divine
ether, and the world of the Gnostics a century or two later, where the souls
strive to make their way upward through the demon-guarded spheres of
the Seven Planets to the sphere oflight and bliss beyond3•
But in Bevan's remark there lies implicit a fundamental difference between
these world views, viz., in their interpretation of the astrological signifi-
cance of the seven planets4• In the Stoic world view, as shown above, the
planets are the divine rulers of the macrocosm, and as such they are the
supreme and beneficent gods. According to the gnostic world view, however,
they are demonic rulers of the physical world, subordinates to the first and
*
1
2
3
4
This monograph was read before the Society of Cultural Studies in Athens, Greece,
on November 26, 1982. The notes of the text have been abbreviated for lack of space;
complete notes may be supplied if requested.
Vide part one, in Kernos, 1 (1988), p. 63-77, esp. p. 66, n. 7-8.
A DIETERICH, Abraxas, Leipzig, 1891, p. 39-48 and 134 sq.
E. BEVAN, Stoics and Sceptres, Oxford, 1913, p. 116-117.
There are other differences, of course, e.g., the difference between Stoic immanence
and gnostic transcendence, but these differences may be seen incidentally, as they
bear upon the problem of the astrological significance of the seven planets in gnostic
cosmology.
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u1timate God, who is beyond the planets5. This disparaging view of the
planets cornes out of a sharply defined cosmic dualism, which distinguishes
between the immmanent world of nature and the trancendent world of spirit.
Here arises a new mythological drama, the theme of which is the old conflict
between good and evil. Its protagonists are the ultimate God of goodness, the
seven evil planets, and man, who, tragically cast, is capable of both good and
evil. The plot consists of a theological scheme, whereby man through the gift
of divine gnosis overcomes the fatalistic tyranny of the planets to gain
freedom and u1timate union with God. A brief description of this world
picture and of its underlying sidereal theology will indicate clearly the
astrological character of gnostic cosmology and the malevolent role which it
assigns to the seven planets.
The Macrocosm
The pictorial cosmography of the gnostic world6 has two levels. It
includes an outlook on the immanent world and a perspective on the
transcendent world. Underlying and strengthening this cosmic dualism is
the moral distinction between good and evil7. Matter is evil, and aIl that is
material is consequently tainted with evil. Spirit, on the other hand, is good,
and whatever would achieve the state of goodness must divest itself of the
material. Thus the immanent and the transcendent worlds of gnostic
cosmography become two opposing moral spheres in which the planets and the
ultimate God are respectively the forces of evil and good.
The immanent world. Like the Stoic universe, the immanent world of the
gnostics is a sensible cosmos of sublunary and superlunary parts8. In the
sublunary part there are the four concentric spheres of the four elements :
5
6
7
8
For a synoptic view of the various aspects of gnostic cosmology, vide MURRAY, Five
Stages, p. 140 sq.; FESTUGIÈRE, Personal Religion, p. 124-139; KNox, St. Paul and the
Church orthe Gentiles, p. 41 sq., et passim; BELL, Cults and Creeds, p. 75 sq.
The accounts of the gnostic world view are largely fragmentary and differ
frequently in detail. Partial data, e.g., are found in Serapic fragments, Pauline
writings, Greek and Latin patrology, and Neo-Platonic commentaries. The most
systematic account, however, appears in the Corpus Hermeticum, and particularly
in The Poimandres, Le., Libellus 1 of SCOTT, ed., Hermetica, Oxford, 1924, l, 114-133.
lt is from The Poimandres, therefore, that the following description is drawn
primarily.
Corp. Herm., l, 19-21; STOB., Herm., XI, 18 sq.
Corp. Herm., 1,7-9 and 20; cf. also Corp. Herm., XVI, 12 and 29; XVII, 19, where the
aio6t]toç KOOJ.lOÇ is distinguished from the V011tOç KOOJ.lOÇ.
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earth, water, air, and fire9. The two lower spheres are inhabited by men and
aIl the species of plant and animallife lO. The upper air and fiery zone have
for inhabitants the airy demons and the souls of the dead who have not yet
ascended to the sphere of heavenll. Above the moon is the fiery region which
is divided into the spheres of the seven planets and the fixed stars12. The
planets are living beings, endowed with superior intelligence and function
as the administrators of the physical world. They «encompass with their
orbits the world perceived by sense; and their administration is called
Destiny» 13. The fixed stars are also astral powers, but their function is
subordinate to the seven planets14.
Corp. Herm., l, 5b; III, 2ab. N.B. that the mixing of the four elements gives rise to all
sublunary bodies; cf. Corp. Herm., l, llb; IX, 6-8; STOB., Herm., XXVI, 13 sq. Note the
detailed account ofthese four regions in STOB., Herm ., XXV, 11-13.
10 Corp. Herm., l, llb; STOB., Herm., XXV, 10 sq.
Il Corp. Herm., XVI, 8 sq.; AsCLEPIUS, III, 33b. In connection with this passage in
Asclepius, SCOTT (Hermetica, III, 274-275 and 276) inc1udes an excerpt from LYDus,
De Mens., 4, 32 and 148, which describes the ascent of the souls from the lower air to
the upper air or possibly the celestial fire. Cf. Galat. 4:3, 9; Coloss. 2:8, 20; Ephes. 1:20;
2:6; 6:12.
12 Corp. Herm., III, 2b; STOB., Herm., XXV, 9. Within these spheres also are the souls of
the dead who are ascending to the ogdoas, on which vide infra n. 18.
13 Corp. Herm., l, 9. The Greek term used here is lhol1dt'topeç; cf. the use of ohceHYtll'teç in
DIOG. LAERT., VII, 147, and ÔUV«l/lE1Ç \l1tO'Ilpy0f. in PLUT., De Is. et Os., 378a, trans. F.C.
Babbitt, LCL. In Corp. Herm., XVI, 13 sq., the administrative function of the seven
planets is described in conjunction with demonic intermediaries. The demons are
described as drawn up in 1tÂwSf.O<xç or xopouç, i.e., columns, battalions, or corps, and
each 1tÂ1VSf.Ç of demons is commanded by one of the planets. This account, however,
assigns chief power to the sun. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 451, says : «the planet-gods,
working in subordination to the Sun, govern the material world; Le. they col1ectively
discharge the function of ･ ｩ ｬ ｬ ＼ ｸ ｰ ｾ ｶ ｬ ｬ Ｎ And each of them discharges his special part of
this function through the agency of a particular corps of daemons subject to his
orders. Cf. Gen. 1:14-19, H.B. Swete ed., The Old Testament in Greek At:cording to
the Septuagint, Cambridge, 1895. Vide infra the section on Heimarmene.
14 It is necessary to remark here that the fixed stars (the 36 Decani) are «subordinate»
to the seven planets, in so far as the planets are the administrators of the sensible
world; Corp. Herm., l, 9. N.B., however, the government of the material universe as
described in AsCLEPIUS, III, 19b and 27c. SCOTT, Hermetica, III, 109. Wherever the
Decani appear as the sovereign visible gods and the planets as subordinate powers,
this is the result of the influence from the astrologers of the «Egyptian» school. The
«Chaldean» school always attributes primacy to the seven planets; vide SCOTT,
Hermetica, III, 372. E,g., the writer ofCorp. Herm., l (The Poimandres), as SCOTT,
Hermetica, II, 33, notes, has nothing to say about the fixed stars, but trakes into
account the influence of the seven planets. Cf. also BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ, L'Astrologie
Grecque, p. 215-240; BOLL, Sphaera, Leipzig, 1903, p. 216 sq.; 316; 336, n. 2; 372 sq.
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The transcendent world. Above and beyond this sublunary and super-
lunary physical realm is the transcendent intelligible world15, which is the
archetype and exemplar of the sensible world l6. In tms incorporeal sphere the
supreme God resides, and around him are gathered his innumerable
Powers l7. From this vantage pointl8 , he governs the whole universe, with the
15 Corp. Herm., XVI, 17; also STOB., Herm., XIX, 1-9. Vide the synoptic account in
FEsTUGIÈRE, op. cit., p.124 sq.
16 Corp. Herm., l, 8a: upxÉ't'lntOç elooç. Cf. PHILO, On the Confusion ofTongues, 171-172,
where he asserts that «God is one, but Re has around Rim numberless Potencies...
Through these Potencies the incorporeal and intelligible world was framed, the
upxÉ't'IJltOç of this phenomenal world, that being a system of invisible ideal forms, as
this is of visible material bodies». DODD, The Bible and the Greeks, p. 108 sq. As
SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 27, observes: «This 'intelligible world' is the ltUpUOet'YJlU in
God's mind, after the model ofwhich the 'sensible world' is organized». FESTUGIÈRE,
op. cit., p.126 sq.
17 Corp. Herm., l, 7 and 26a. In sec. 7, the Light which stands for God is subdivised into
the innumerable o'llVuJletç, i.e., God is a Being made up of an unlimited number of
Powers, who fill the boundless intelligible space outside of the cosmos. In sec. 26a,
these Powers are hypostatized and are regarded as persons. Vide Scott's detailed
treatment, in Hermetica, Il, 65 sq., on the Ù\lVUJletç. Particularly significant is the wide
latitude ofmeanings ascribed to OOVUJltç in Philo's writings; cf., e.g., On the Confusion
ofTongues, 171; Allegorical Interpretation, II, 86; On the Migration ofAbraham, 181;
On the Life ofMoses, II, 291, trans. F.R. Colson, LCL; On Flight and Finding, 94 sq.,
trans. F.R. Colson and G.R. Whitaker, LCL; On the Cherubim, 27, trans. F.R. Colson
and G.R. Whitaker, LCL; On the Virtues and on the Office ofAmbassadors, l, trans.
C.D. Yonge, The Works of Philo Judaeus, IV, London, 1855. In sorne of these
passages Philo speaks of the Ù\lVUJletç as limited in number; again, as innumerable. Cf.
SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 66-67. In connection with Philo's hypostatization of the
Ù\lVUJletç, cf. the tendency in the N.T. to hypostatize the OOVUJltç aeo\> : Luke 1:35; 22:69;
Acts 8:10; Rom. 8:38; 1Cor. 1:24; 15:24; Ephes. 1:21; 1Petr. 3:22. Sorne of the Christian
Gnostics also hypostatize this term; cf., e.g., SATORNILUS in RIPPOL. (Orig.), Rer.
Omn. Haer. (Migne), II, 28; also in EPIPHAN., Adv. Haer., l, 23 (Migne). Vide
especially DODD, The Bible and the Greeks, p. 16-19 and 109-111; KNox, op. cit. (n. 5),
p. 50 sq.
18 I.e. enthroned above the firmament of stars, which is called the ogdoas. Cf. Corp.
Herm., l, 26a. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 63, writes: «'The substance of the ogdoas' is the
eighth and outermost sphere, that of the flXed stars». Cf. BASILIDES in RIPPOL. (Orig.),
Rer. Omn. Haer. (Migne), VII, 25-27, who refers to the ogdoas as the sphere of the
fixed stars, the ｬ ｣ ･ ＼ ｰ ｕ ￂ ｾ 'to\> ltuv'toç 1CoaJl0'IJ. Sometimes he uses ogdoas as a personal
name signifying «the Power that resides in the eighth sphere»; vide SCOTT,
Hermetica, n, 64, n. 5. VALENTINUS, in IRENAEus, C. Haer., l,land 5 (Migne), uses the
word ogdoas in two senses: (1) as the group of the eight highest aeons; (2) as the
eighth sphere, i.e., the sphere of the fixed stars, which is above the planetary
hebdomas. Ogdoas as a person-name also occurs in the Leiden Magical Papyrus W
(DIETERICH, Abraxas), XVI, 45, and XVII, 5, where it refers to the Being which rules
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planetary administrators in the Hebdomas 19 and the demons in the airy zone
serving as his intermediaries20. Also in this intelligible sphere are the pure
souls of men21 who have risen at death through the elemental zones and the
evil planetary spheres to immortal bliss with the ultimate God. Their lot is to
rejoice in the contemplation of the beatific vision of God in his glory and in
the comprehension of the ultimate reason of things 22.
The Planets
Necessity. Within the various gnostic systems the seven planets take on a
terrifying role. They are not only administrators of the physical world but
also astral powers which inexorably pronounce man's fate. As such, they put
into effect the dread powers of Necessity23, viz., &vaYKT\24 and ･ ｴ ｬ ｬ ＼ ｸ ｰ ｾ ￩ ｶ ｔ ｜ Ｒ Ｕ Ｎ
over the a:yyeAot, &pxuyyeAot, 8lXtllOVeç, 8lXtll6vtaalXt, etc., and administers aIl things in
the sensible world.
19 Hebdomas refers to the region of the seven planets; vide BASILIDES in HIPPOL. (Orig.),
Ref. Omn. Haer., VII, 26-27 (Migne); OPHITES in IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 30, 9 (Migne).
VALENTINUS in IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 5, 3 (Migne), holding the ogdoas to be the
sphere of Achamoth-Sophia, and the planetary hebdomas to be the sphere of her son
the Demiurgus, refers sometimes to Sophia as the ogdoas and the Demiurgus as the ,
Hebdomas.
20 Corp. Herm., XVI, 8-19. Cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 450 sq. PHILO, On the Confusion of
Tongues, 174. Note résumé in FEsTUGIÈRE, op. cit., p. 124.
21 In Corp. Herm., l, 26a; IV, 5 and 8b; XI, 19. Cf. St. Paul's playing on this theme in
Romans 10:6 sq., and his reference to his «Paradisiacal seizure» in II Corinth. 12:2.
E. ROHDE, Psyche, trans. W.B. HHlis, London, 1925, p. 436 Bq.
22 In Corp. Herm., l, 26a,Poimandres says that at death the souls &VéPXOV'tlXt 1tpOç 'Cov
1tu'CeplX, Le., they leave the material world and enter the intelligible world, which is
filled with the presence of God. That is to say, as some of the Gnostics put it, they
enter the 1tMpOllllX; vide SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 67; also BELL, Cults and Creeds, p. 92.
Cf. Corp. Herm., IV, 8b-9; V, 3-5. A variation ofthis theme appears in Corp. Herm., X,
7, where the soul is pictured as passing through three successive transformations on
its itinerarium ad deum becoming first a man, then a demon, and finaIly a god.
Concerning this apotheosis, Hermes states that «human souls, when they have
attained to a beginning ofimmortallife, change into demons, and thereafter pass on
into the choral dance of the gods». This probably means that they take their place
among the star-gods, reflecting here more of a Stoic rather than a gnostic apotheosis.
For an account of the gnostic ascent toward God, vide CUMONT, After Life, in
Roman Paganism, New Haven, 1922, p. 190-213, et passim, and also FESTUGIÈRE, op.
cit., p.122-139.
23 As the descriptive term for these powers, «Necessity» is not altogether adequate. Tt
will be noted that gnostic influence in Hermetic literature refines this notion into two
distinct ideas, which are actually subordinate to a third notion closely related to the
two. A similar difficu1ty occurred in the discussions of Necessity in Chaldean
astrology (vide part one, in Kernos 1 [1988], p. 73, n. 50-51) and in the Stoic world
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According to this distinction, Ananke is that power which puts constraint on
particular things within the cosmos26, «a firm and unalterable decision of
Providence27". Heimarmene, on the other hand, is Destiny, the power of
cyclical movement28 • In heaven, it is the ai't{a 'ti1ç 'trov amprov ôta8Écreroç; on
earth, it is the process of 'YÉvecrtç, and <p90pâ29. Under these compelling forces
the planets become powers of evil rather than good. They are malignant and
pitiless, subjecting man to their dominion and making his life a vain
thing30. Yet, in their administratioon the planets are under 7tp6vota, the
view (vide ibidem, n. 52). Yet, this term, properly understood, may apply here
without too much ambiguity.
24 Corp. Herm., III, la, declares that nature operates Ka't' avuYKllv and, in 4, that the
control of avuYKll depends upon the Serov ･ｙｋｵｋｾＮＬｻｲｯｶ ･ｶ｡ｰｴｓｾｴ｣ｰ ￹ｰｯｾｾｾ｡ＧｴｴＬ Le., the
star-gods. Cf. also Corp. Herm., IX, 8; XVI, 11; STOB., Herm., VII, 1; XXIII, 28 (Kronos
is here designated as the father ofAnanke) and 38. Cf. ST. PAUL'S use ofAnanke in l
Cor. 9:16.
25 Corp. Herm., 1,9 : ｾ ÙWtKll<HÇ au'trov [the seven planets] ｅ ￎ ｾ ｡ ｰ ｾ ￩ ｶ ｬ ｬ KaÀÛtat; cf. 15.
Also Corp. Herm., XVI, 16 : 'tU'U'tllV ùè Ｇｴｾｶ ÙWtKll<HV ＧｅｰｾｩＱ￧ ｅￎｾ｡ｰｾ￩ｶｬｬ eKuÀEo"Ev. In
STOB., Herm., VII, 3, men are under Heimermane by forces at work in their birth. In
STOB., Herm., XV, 6; XVII, 1; XVIII, 3 and 5, however, men are under Heimarmene as
a result of evil choices.
26 STOB., Herm., XIV, 1; vide on this passage, SCO'IT, Hermetica, l, 437, n. 1.
27 STOB., Herm., XIII: avuYKll eO"'tt Kptmç ｾｅｾ｡ｴ｡ Kat ｡ｾＧｴｵＧｴｰｅＱｴＧｴｏￇ 1tpovotaç.
28 STOB., Herm., XIV, 1 : ｅￎｾ｡ｰｾｶｬｬ ùè UYEt Kat1tEptuYEt 1tuV'ta. Cf. Corp. Herm., l, 9.
29 STOB., Herm., XIV, 2. SCO'IT, Hermetica, III, 429, suggests the use ｯ ｦ ｋ ｴ ｶ ｾ ｯ Ｂ ｅ ｲ ｯ ￧ in place
of the suspected ÙtaSéO"Eroç : «It might be said that Heimarmene is (in subordination
to Providence) ahta 'ti1ç uO"'tprov ｋｴｶｾｯＢｅｲｯￇ ..." On earth, this power takes the form of
cyclic succession ofbirths and deaths. The notion that Heimarmene affects things in
the sublunary zones by the movements of the planets and stars occurs throughout
the Hermetica. Cf., e.g., Corp. Herm., l, 9, on the administrative function of the
planets; Corp. Herm., III, 4, man's destiny determined by the ￹ ｰ ｯ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｯ ￧ eYKUKÀtrov
SEroV; Corp. Herm., XVI, 16, on the planetary administration of the sublunary world
through the agency of their subordinates the demons; STOB., Herm., XII, 2 : Û1tÀov yèt.p
ｅｩｾ｡ｰｾ￩ｶｬｬ￧ oi ao"'tépEç. N.B. the Stoic variation of this theme in AsCLEPIUS III, 38b,
where the caelestes dii rule over things universal, and the terreni administer
particulars; vide SCO'IT, Hermetica, III, 246 sq.
30 STOB., Herm., VI, 2-17. In this Excerpt the planets, the Decans, the Liturgi - in fact all
the stars - are considered to be maleficent powers, which bring calamities upon
man and aIl things sublunar. SCOTT, Hermetica, III, 383, observes: «The stars were
held to be instruments of ｅ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｰ ｾ ｶ ｬ ｬ ［ and it was commonly thought that ｅ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｰ ｾ ｶ ｬ ｬ is a
maleficent power, and that the salvation of man consists in escape from ｅ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｰ ｾ ￩ ｶ ｬ ｬ Ｌ
Le. from the dominance of astral influences.» Cf. also MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 141.
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supreme or sovereign design of God31 ; thus, &VcXY1Cll and ･ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｰ ｾ ￩ ｶ ｬ ｬ are
actually subservient to the decisions of Providence32• On the basis of this
theological distinction gnosticism provides a way of escape from astrological
fatalism. If man looks to Providence, he can attain to gnosis and thereby
nullify the tyrannical power of the planets33.
Gnosis. The gnostic systems, therefore, are overwhelmingly concerned
with man's escape from the prison of the seven planets34. And the formula for
freedom which they offer prefigures the later epic formula that «the all wise
God and the hero's courage conquer Fate,,35. Only here, instead of the· «hero's
courage», it is the «initiate's gnosis» which overcomes Fate36. Gnosis,
however, unlike courage, does not originate from man; it is a gift from
heaven37 • Moreover, it is not speculative knowledge, but rather Ｘ ￻ ｶ ｡ ｾ ｴ ￧ Ｌ
divine power which unites man with God38 . The immediate purpose of this
31 Corp. Herm., l, 9-11a. Although the term 1tpôvota is not used here, its sense is c1early
implied; cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 34.
32 STOB., Herm., XII, 1 : 1tpôvota oÉ ea'ttv a1nOteÂTtç Myoç tOÛ e1toupav{ou OEOÛ' Mo oÈ
tOUtOU autoq)'l)êtç ouvul1etç, àvuy1Cl1 Kat eil1ap!J.Évll.
33 Corp. Herm., l, 25-26a; X, 23; AsCLEPIUS III, 29b. Cf. also the use of magic to
overcome Ananke, the fatalis necessitatis lex, in EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 133 sq.
34 CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 168. The magic papyri refer to the dread oeawx
àvuY1Cl1ç; cf. EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 71. MURRAY, op. cit., p. 141 sq.
35 Beowulf, 11. 895-896, eds. G.R Woods, H.A. Watt, and G.K Anderson, The Literature
ofEngland, 1 (Chicago, 1947).
36 Corp. Herm., l, 26 a sq.; X, 14b-25. Cf. CUMONT, After Life, p. 121 and 207; BELL, Cults
and Creeds, p. 92.
37 Corp. Herm., X, 9; YVÔlatç as the perfect science cannot be taught by speech or
learned by hearing, rather it is the OÔlpOV tOÛ OEOÛ; cf. BELL, op. cit., p. 91. AB W.
MORGAN, The Religion and Theology ofPaul, Edinburgh, 1917, p. 136, puts it : «The
knowledge which makes man a partaker of the divine nature is no product of
philosophical speculation, but a gift of Heaven».
38 Corp. Herm., III, 3b. Cf. also the Neo-Platonic work Abammonis ad Porphyrium
Responsum, X, 5c, ed. SCOTT, Hermetica, IV, Oxford, 1936; this work is commonly
known as IAMBLICHUS' De Mysteriis Liber and will be referred to as such when
citations are made from G. Parthey's edition (Berlin, 1857). Scott's reconstruction of
this passage, IV, 93, reads in part: oi IJ.Èv tO"ç Owùç eyvroKmeç 'réf> Odq> auvetat. On the
YVÔlatç Oeoû, vide, Th. WHITTAKER, The Neo-Platonists : A Study in the History of
Hellenism, Cambridge, 1918, p. 220; H.A.A. KENNEDY, St. Paul and the Mystery-
Religions, New York, 1913, p. 25; BELL, op. cit., p. 92; MURRAY, op. cit., p. 154.
Commentiog 00 the text of Corp. Herm., l, 16, SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 48, states that
«When a man is 'illuminated', or has attained to gnosis, he is no longer subject to the
baleful influence of his planet, and the 'ruling passion' derived from that planet is
suppessed in him.» Gnosis is thus pre-eminently ouval1tç, which redeems man from
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esoteric «knowledge» is to provide the initiate with the effective means of
exorcising or propitiating the planets39, so that he might escape their fatalis-
tic tyranny. Under its tutelage he learns magic formulae, prayers, hymns,
incantations40, which appease the wrath of the planets. He also learns the
mystery of redemption41 , which provides at death the safe conduct of the soul
through the planetary spheres as it ascends to its home in heaven. The final
purpose of gnosis, however, is more than the securing of freedom from hostile
powers. It is the attaining to ultimate union with God42, the divine fulfIlI-
ment of human destiny.
Magie. An essential aspect of gnosis is the art of magic. Through this
occult power the gnostic adept has limited control over the planets. He can
compel or cajole them with prayers, invocations, and hymns to act in his
favor. For example, a prayer to the sun in the Papyri Osloenses restrains
wrath, brings victory, and procures favor for the one who offers the prayer43.
In another magical prayer the sun is addressed to procure for the sorcerer the
dominion over a pweava'toç44. Sun-prayers are also effective in medicine;
Heimarmene and from matter, Le., primordial evil, both ofwhich are imposed upon
man through the corrupting influence of the seven planetary gods.
39 Corp. Herm., XVI, 15. Cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 453; also BELL, op. cit., p. 75.
40 Cf., e.g., the magical papyri, particularly, the P. Osl., Fasc. l (Eitrem), the Leiden
Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Abraxas), the Griechische Zauberpapyrus von Paris und
London, ed. C. Wessely, Wien, 1888, and the Papyri Graecae Magicae, die
griechischen Zauberpapyri, ed. K. Preisendanz, Leipzig, 1928 and 1931. Note also
CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 160, and SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 46 and 456.
41 Corp. Herm., l, 16 sq. On the mystery of redemption among the Christian Gnostics,
vide IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 21, 1-5 (Migne); cf. this mystery in the lsis-Serapis cult in
APULEIUs, The Golden Ass, XI, trans. W. Adlington, LCL. Certain features of this
redemptive mystery are round also in the writings ofSt. PAUL, e.g. : l Cor. 2:7 and 4:1;
Coloss. 1:26 sq., 2:2 and 4:3; Ephes. 1:9 sq., 3:3-6 and 9, and 6:19; vide ROBINSON,
St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, p. 234 sq., «On the meaning of Jl'\lcrtTtPlOV in the
New Testament.» Although the Mithraic world view is more typical of Posidonian
cosmology, its mystery of redemption bears sorne similarity to that of the gnostic
view, as seen particularly in the Mithra LUurgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 2,
2 sq. and 14,34. Cf. also MURRAY, op. cit., p. 142 sq. and KNox, op. cU. (n. 5), p. 44 sq.;
A.D. NOCK, Conversion, Oxford, 1952, 138-155, «The Conversion of Lucius.»
42 Corp. Herm., l, 26 : to,ho Ëcrn tO lXya8ov, (tOÛtO to) tÉÂ,oç toîç yvrocrlV ÈcrXTl1cocrt
[8erofivatl. CUMONT, After Lire, p. 121. Again cf. gnosis with Socrates' philosophizing
as a kind ofdying, PLAT., Paed., 68b; WIDTTAKER, op. cU., (n. 38), p. 127.
43 Oslo Magic. P. (Eitrem), l, 211-130: ｅ￹ｘｾ ｾￂＬｴ｡ｬｃｬＱＮ The sun is adressed here as 0à'Ya80ç
ôatJlffiv tOÛ ICOcrJlO'\l and 0crtÉq>avoç tfiç OlICO'\lJlÉVT\Ç; vide EITREM's notes, in P. Osl., Fasc.
l, 86-87, on these two epithets.
44 Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1955 sq. : crt<Xç npoç ｉｘｶ｡ｴｯￂＬｾｶ Â,Éye OÜtroç' È1ttICaÂ.OÛJlat cre,
ICupte l1Â,te, ICat tOÙç lxytO'\lÇ crO'\l lXyyÉÂ,o'\lç ... ôtacrrocrov Jle. Cf. EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l,
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they cid man of gout, fever, and other pestilences45 . The sun, frequently
addressed in magical hymns as the nav'tolCpa'trop or ｬ ｃ ｯ ｣ ｲ ｾ ｯ ｬ ｃ ｰ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｲ ｯ ｰ Ｔ Ｖ Ｌ is thought
in its cising and setting to he of theurgic importance to alllife on earth47. The
moon also in its waxing and waning and in its conjunction with other celes-
45
46
47
85. N.B. APULEIUs, The Golden ARs, XI, 2 sq., where Lucius prays to Isis, the Queen
of Heaven, to end his shame and suffering in the shape of an ass. The astrological
connection here is indicated in PLUT., De Is. et Os., 368c-d, and 372d, where Isis is
identified with the moon; her consort is Osiris, the sun. CUMONT (After Life, p. 141)
remarks that plOSlÎvœtOç is a popular form for ｐ ｕ ｾ ｬ ｏ ｓ ｬ ￎ ｶ œ ｴ ｏ ￧ Ｎ This classification, he
thinks, originated with the astrologists who «claimed to enumerate, in accordance
with the position of Mars and Saturn, aIl the kinds of death reserved for victims of
these murderous planets, and to foreteIl whether these unfortunates were to be
drowned, burnt, poisoned, hanged, beheaded, cucified, impaled, cruched to death,
thrown to the beasts, or given over ta yet more atrocious tortures».
ALEX. TRALL., XII, 583, ed. T. Puschmann, Berlin, 1886, cited by EITREM, P. Ols.,
Fasc. l, 88, recommends an amulet against gout : roç a'tepe01>'tlXl b t]ÀlOÇ Èv 'toîç
bvolllXat 'toU'totç lmi &VlXKlXlViÇe'tlXt KlXS' ÈKlÎa'tl1v ｾｉｬ￉ｰｬｘｖＬ O\)'tro a'teproalX'te 'to 1tÀlÎalllX
to1>'to... Cf. also the mantic nature of the 8plÎKroV as a representation of the sun, e.g.,
as the o'Ùpopopoç 8plÎKroV in Oslo Magic. P. (Eitrem), l, 186; in this connection vide
EITREM, op. cit., Fasc. l, 81, 86-87, and 141. N.B. in Pistis Sophia, V, 359, trans. G.R.S.
Mead (London, 1921), describes the disk of the sun as a great dragon with its taU in
its mouth; also The Testament ofSolomon, VI, 10, ed. C.C. McCown, Leipzig, 1922,
indicates that one may see 'toùç 8plÎKOV'tlXÇ 'toùç È1touplXviouç 1troç eiÀ01>V'tlXt KlXl
a'ÙPOUat 'tO &PlllX 'to1) ｾ￀ｻｯｵＬ reminiscent perhaps ofElijah's apotheosis in II Kings 2:11
(LXX), as weIl as Medea's (by implication) in EUR., Medea, 1321, ed. A.W. VerraIl,
London, 1950; cf. CUMONT, op. cit., p. 156 sq.
Cf. Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1597 sq. : 1tpOç t]ÀlOV 'J...6yoç È1tlKlXÀo1>lllXl ae 'tov llÉ'YlXV
Seov.. KoalloKplÎ'toplX; 2196: b 'trov oÀrov 8ea1to'tl1ç b lXtroV 'trov lXtroVroV aù et b
KoalloKplÎ'trop; MACROB., Saturn., l, 23, 21 (Eyssenhardt) : t]Àte 1tlXV'tOKplÎ'tOp, an
invocation offered by the Syrian priests at Heliopolis. V.D. MACCHIORO, From
Orpheus to Paul, London, 1930, p. 254 sq., n. 7.
Corp. Herm., V, 3 : b t]ÀlOÇ IlÉ'Y1a'toç 'trov KlX't' O'ÙplXVOV Serov, é!> 1tlÎv'teç etKOUalV oi
O'ÙplÎVlOt Seol roalXVel plXatÀeî KlXl 8uvlÎa'tU. Also Corp. Herm., XVI, 12, refers to the
sun as the ｡ Ｈ ｏ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｰ KlXl 'tpo<peùç of every kind of living being; Corp. Herm., XI (2), 7,
speaks of the sun as the &PXrov of aIl order and as the ｾ Ｇ ｙ ･ ｉ ｬ ￙ ｊ ｶ of the seven spheres.
On the theurgic character of the sun, vide IUL., Orat., V, 172d, where he speaks of
the 'tov e1t'tlÎK'tlVlX Seov. Cf. also Abammonis ad Porphyrium Responsum, X, 5d-6b
(Scott); SCOTT, Hermetica, IV, 95 sq. For an interesting treatment of this problem,
vide E.R. DODDS, The Greeks and the Irrational, Boston, 1957, p. 283-311., appendix
II, an excursus on «Theurgy».
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tial bodies has magical significance48 • Astrological medicine, for example,
depends on the position of the moon in relation to the planets and the zodiac49.
According to the London Magical Papyrus, a hymn to Mercury50 is to be
recited while facing the rising moon and the rising sun in order to obtain an
oracular response. Through spells, bans, and imprecations the gnostic
counteracts the demonic force of the planets and staves off unfavorable
consequences51 . For instance, charms are used against the evil influence of
48
49
50
51
Oslo Magic. P., 1, 321 sq., (Eitrem), provides a remedy to prevent conception; the
amulet is to be worn à1tOKp0\)(Jnlcilç O\101lÇ creMvllç év Ot,Â:llKQl ÇroBtCjl év ｾＯＭｬ￉ｐｬｬＭ Kp6vo'll ｾ
'Ep/-lOû. According to astrologieal belief in Greece, the moon was the female principle
of aUlife, being referred to by the theologians as the Ｏ Ｍ ｬ ｾ Ｇ ｴ Ｑ Ｑ ｐ tOÛ KOO/-lO'll : PLUT., De Is. et
Os., 368c; 372e; the moon influences the erotic life ofboth sexes; the Egyptians, e.g.,
éprottKà ｴｾｖ creMvllv émK<û..oÛVtat; 353f : when the moon was on the wane, the
Egyptian priests abstained from onions, pigs, etc. And EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 128
sq., remarks that the waning of the moon is prescribed in malevolent magic and that
it also has theurgie effeet on fever, gout, and surgieal operations. Note also the
significanee of the rising, waxing, new, and full moon. Further, Eitrem states that
«the prognostieation depended on the position of the moon in relation to the planets
and to the signs of the zodiac... The first sign of the zodiac was male, the second
female etc., aeeording to the Pythagorean rule that odd numbers were male and
even numbers female. The moon and the female planets were especiaUy favourable
or mighty in the female signs, as were, eonversely, the sun and the male planets in
the male signs.» Cf., in this connection, ai E1ttà 1tapSévot and Ëtepot E1ttà Seot, in the
Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 12, 16 sq., who attend the l!Éytcrtoç
Se6ç; the ETttà e'Î>etBflç Koupaç and the ETttà 1taîBaç &vaKtaç of the Orphie tradition,
Orphica, Frag. 94, ed. E. Abel, Leipzig, 1885; the E1ttà &vSPO)1tOt ￠ｰｰ･ｶｯｾￂ･｡ in Corp.
Herm., 1, 16; and the E1ttà 1tveû/-lata (female star-gods) in The Testament of
Solomon, VIII, 1-4 (McCown). Along with their specifie meanings, these diverse
sevens apparently represent the planets in their masculine and feminine aspect;
N.B. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 48, n. 2 and 97, n. 2; III, 378; DIETERICH,Abraxas, p. 107
sq.; MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 140.
As EITREM, (P. Osl., Fase. 1, 127 sq.) states, astrologieal medieine attributes an
important role to the moon : aü't11 yap, roç 1tOÂÂ6;KtÇ ･ｩｰｾｋ｡ＯＡｅｖＬ tOÛ 1tavtoç ooo/-latoç
écrn K'llpta ('Ptolem.' anon. p. 140, quoted by BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ, L'Astrologie
Grecque, p. 521).
London Magic. P., ed. F.G. Kenyon, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, London,
1893, XLVI, 400 sq.; cf. CXXI, 668 sq. This prayer to Hermes also appears in the
Zauberpapyri (Preisendanz), V, 401 sq. EITREM, P. Ols., Fase. 1, 93 and 130. For the
association ofHermes and the moon, vide PLUT., De Is. et Os., 367e.
E.g., VETTIUS VALENS, VII, 5, 26 sq., ed. G. Kroll, Berlin, 1908 : OPKtÇro cre llÀtov Kat
creMvllv Kat trov 1tévte aOtÉprov tOÙç Bp6/-lo'llç qr60tV te Kat 1tp6votav Kat tà téooapa
ototxeîa. On the relation between the planets and the elements qua demons, cf.
DmELIUs, An die Kolosser Epheser an Philemon, p. 29.
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Saturn52; and recipes, which are to be accompanied with the clanging of
cymbals, drive away the moon53. Astral incantations and exorcisms employ
the seven vowels, lXEllWUO}, as the mystic signs of the planets54, for the ancient
learning of the Chaldeans55 had long ago correlated the vowels and the
planets with magical significance. Thus, the one who uses this vocalic
formula has control over aIl the planets56. It is possible also that this same
general planetary control appears in many exorcisms based upon &v<XYlCll57.
At any rate, it is clear that magical charms and formulae serve as occult
means to the gnostic end, viz., the freedom of the soul from the fatal influence
of the seven planets.
Mystery. Gnosticism offers in ｪ Ｎ ｌ ｕ Ｈ ｬ Ｂ Ｇ ｃ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ ｖ Ｌ however, the ultimate prospects
of overcoming the relentless tyranny of the planets58 . But only the «fully
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
Cf. EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 130 : «Saturnus who according to Greek mythology
swallowed his own children, was according to common astrological belief Ij/UXPOV
and ÇllPov, and therefore caused barrenness and childlessness.» Leiden Magic. P. W
(DIETERICH, Abraxas, XXIV, 15), refers to Kronos as a hostile star. Vide DIETERICH,
Abraxas, p. 78.
Cf. EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 76, who cites from a papyrus, XaÂKoç KpO'tllEletç Mel 'tà
<pacrlla'ta, as an instance of the clanging of cymbals which drove away the moon.
Cf. Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1301, which reads in part: apK'te, Eleà Ileyicr'tll,
apxoucra oupavo\> .. cr'tOlXeîov a<pElap'tov, crucr'tlllla 'to\> ltav'toç, ltav<pemç apllovia 'trov
oÂcov aelllOuco ltÂlVEliov. Here the Great Bear is invoked as the «all-splendorous
harmony of the ordered group of the seven planets. It is altogether likely here that
the seven stars of the Bear are representative of the seven planets». As SCOTT,
Hermetica, III, 378, n. 2, suggests, these are the ltpocrcolta of the planets. On this
passage, vide also DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 103, n. 1. Again, in the Zauberpapyri
(Preisendanz), IV, 2194 sq., an invocation to b aicbv 'trov airovcov speaks of the
aelllOuco which, although the text is not c1ear, represents the seven planets. The use
of the seven vowels as symbols of the planets occurs as a magic formula in the
Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 109 sq. and 33.
PLUTARCH, The E at Delphi, 386a.
MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 136-137, comments: «The planets also become Elements in
the Kosmos, Stoicheia... The word Stoicheia, 'elementa', had long been used for the
Greek ABC, and in particular for the seven vowels aelllO\lco. That is no chance, no
mere coincidence. The vowels are the mystic signs of the Planets; they have control
over the planets. Hence strange prayers and magic formulae innumerable».
'AvaYKll, in this sense, refers by synecdoche to the talismanic power of the seven
planets. Cf. the Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 10,4 sq. :
ÉltlKaÂo\>llal ëveKa 'tijç Ka'teltelyoucrTlÇ Kat ltlKpiXç Kat Ｆｬｴ｡ｰ｡ｬＧｴｾＧｴｯｵ &vaYKllç; also
EITREM, P. Ols., Fasc. l, 133 sq.
Corp. Herm., l, 16. Cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 46 sq., on ｉｬｕ｣ｲｾｰｬｏｖ in connection with
man's relation to the seven planets; also KENNEDY, op. cit. (n. 38), p. 72 sq. and 129
sq.; S. ANGUS, The Mystery-Religions and Christianity, New York, 1925, p. 39-75.
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initiated» are worthy of this wisdom59. It is the mystery of complete redemp-
tion, the apotheosis of the soul. According to this eschatological doctrine, man
achieves the final victory over the seven evil planets and dread EiJ.1<XPJ.1ÉVll in
the ascent of his disembodied soul to the highest of the celestial spheres60. At
this point gnosis involves the union of myth and mystery, for underlying the
mystical ascent of the soul is the story of man's origin, fall, and restoration.
The details of this redemption-myth difrer in the various gnostic accounts,
but the motif is essentially the same. Man is originally a son of God,
incorporeal and immortal, and has his abode in the sphere of heaven above
the planets61 . For one reason or another he falls from his high estate, is
incarnated, and takes up residence on earth. In descending to earth, he
passes through the planetary spheres, where he receives from each of the
planets something of its evil nature. Thus living on a plane below the planets,
he becomes subject to their evil will. Although now in part corporeal and
mortal, he is in respect of his true being still divine and immorta1. Yet two
destinies are open to him. If he yields to the rule of the planets, tuming to
camaI desire and love of the body, he falls under the power of death. If,
however, he «recognizes» his divinity and his essential superiority to the
planets, he may enter into mystic communion with God, be redeemed, and
ovecome the evil influence of the planets. The finale of this redemption-myth
cornes at death, when man's soul separates itselffrom the body and ascends to
59 Corp. Herm., IV, 4, speaks ofthose who have received baptism 'to\> vo6ç and who
have got a share 'tllç yvô>crECOÇ as 'tÉÀElOl. PHILO, On the Cherubim, 42, refers to the
I1Ucr'tCXl as those who receive instruction in the 'tEÀE'tàç Sdcxç. St. PAUL, 1 Corinth. 2:6,
considers croq>{cx a higher level of instruction which he presents to the 'tÉÀelOl; vide
KENNEDY, op. cU., p. 130, and MORGAN, op. cit. (n. 37), p. 165 sq.
60 Corp. Herm., l, 25-26a; IV, 8b; XI (2), 19. Cf. DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie,
p. 180 sq., «der Ideen von des Himmelsreise der Seele». As SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 61,
observes, this notion was probably adopted by the Mithraists of the Roman Empire
and represented symbolically in their ritua1. The details of the Mithraic ritual
appear in ORIa., C. Cels., VI, 22 (Migne); the planets are referred to as the lCÀtl1CXS
ÉTmx1t'\.>Àoç. It was probably from the Mithraists that tbis notion of the apotheosis of
the soul passed to the Christian Gnostics, who substituted the names of angels for
those of the planets-gods; cf. ORIG., C. Cels., VI, 22-31 (Migne). Vide another Gnostic
account in IRENAEUS, C. Haer, l, 30, 12 (Migne). BASILIDES in HIPPOL. (Orig.), Ref.
Omn. Haer., VII, 27 (Migne), speaks of the death and ascension of Jesus. Although
the eschatological significance is not emphasized in Lucius' initiation into the Isis
mystery cult, APULEIUs, The Golden Ass., XI, 18-25, bis visionary ascent into the
celestial spheres portends the actial apotheosis at death. On the diverse aspects of
gnostic apotheosis, vide BOUSSET, Die Himmelreise der Seele, inARW, 4 (1901),
p. 136-169 and 229-273.
61 Corp. Herm., X, 24b; AsCLEPIUS, l, 8. The account which follows here is taken
primarily from The Poimandres, Corp. Herm., l, 12-26a.
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the sphere of heaven from which it came. The account given in the
Poimandres is typical of this apotheosis.
[At death] ... the bodily senses go back to their own sourses, becoming
parts of the universe, and entering into fresh combinations to do other
work. And thereupon the man mounts upward through the structure of the
heavens.
And to the first zone of heaven [Moon] he gives up the force which works
increase and that which works decrease; to the second zone [Mercury], the
machinations of evil cunning; to the third zone [Venus], the lust whereby
men are deceived; to the fourth zone [Sun], domineering arrogance; to the
fifth zone [Mars], unholy daring and rash audacity; to the sixth zone
[Jupiter], evil strivings after wealth; and to the seventh zone [Saturn], the
falsehood which lies in wait to work harm. And thereupon, having been
stripped of aIl that was wrought upon him by the structure of the heavens,
he ascends to the substance of the eighth sphere [the fixed stars], being now
possessed by his own proper power; and he sings, together with those who
dwell there, hymning the Father; and they that are there rejoice with him
at his coming. And being made like to those with whom he dwells, he
hears the Powers, who are above the substance of the eighth sphere,
singing praise, to God with a voice that is theirs alone. And thereafter,
each in his turn, they [the men who have ascended to the eighth sphere]
mount upward to the Father; they give themselves up to the Powers, and
becoming Powers themselves, they enter into God. This is the Good; this is
the consummation, for those who have got gnosis62.
The Astrological Role of the Planets
In the preceding sections it has been shown that the astrological character
of Hellenistic cosmology appears most clearly in the importance which the
Stoic and the gnostic systems attach to the planets and that this astrological
emphasis is patently of Chaldean origin. From this account it is also clear
that the planets have a dual astrological role in the Hellenistic setting. In
keeping with Chaldean astrology, the planets are divine rulers who preside
over the physical world, determining its phenomena and processes. But,
more than cosmic rulers, the planets are astral deities who stand in a certain
moral relation to man. According to the Stoic world view, for example, they
are the supreme beneficent gods who offer man salvation from the demonic
forces of Fortune and Fate; while according to the gnostic world view, they
62 Corp. Herm., I, 25-26a. Vide CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 265 sq., n. 91,
where he argues for «la provenance babylonienne de la doctrine que les âmes
remontent au ciel en traversant les sept sphères planétaires».
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are evil subordinate deities who thwart man's attempt for freedom and union
with the uItimate God of Heaven. It remains now to discuss more specifically
this dual astrological role of the planets, considering first their administra-
tive relation to the world and secondly their moral relation to man.
The Planets and the Physical Order
Since the conception of the physical world in both the Stoic and the gnostic
systems is essentially the same, it is not necessary to distinguish these
systems in describing the astrological role of the planets as comic ruIers.
Moreover, in both systems, the planets have the same administrative office.
They are the gods who ruIe the physical world through the power of Necessity.
This regulative power the planets administer according to the constitutive
division of the physical world into its sublunary and superlunary parts. The
planets, therefore, may be regarded in this astrological role as sublunary and
superlunary rulers, and the role itself may be indicated by characteristic
epithets which designate particular ruling functions.
The Planets as Sublunary RuIers
Rulers of the elements. One of the most significant ruling functions of the
seven planets within the sublunary zones is their reguIative control over the
four elements. Simplicius refers to the planets in this capacity under the
characteristic epithet 8Eot 0"'totXElOKpâ:cOPEÇ63. The positions of the planets in the
sky, their mutual relations and energies, and their own particular disposi-
tions determine the various combinations of the elements, which give rise to
aIl physical phenomena64. Winds, rain, drought, earthquakes, and other
catastrophic events, usually ascribed to the operation of Chance, are actually
under the divine auspices of the planets65 . Moreover, the more natural
courses of events and development of phenomena are also under the direction
of the planets. For example, Cicero observes that the sun in reguIating the
changes of the four seasons is an indirect cause of aIl creatures which exist
63 SIMPLICIUS, De Caelo, 1, 3 (Heiberg, p. 107); 'tobç cr'tOtXetoKpa.'topeç eeobç 'tobç 'tÔlV
oÀrov cr'tOtXetCOV êmpepllKo'taç ... 'tÔlV {mo creÂnVllV cr'totXetCOV (cited by CUMONT and
CANET, Mithra ou Sarapis KOLMOKPATQP, in AIB, p. 319). Simplicius of Cilicia
belongs to the last generation of the pagan Neo-Platonists (c. A.D. 530). Cf.
E. ZELLER, Outlines ofthe History ofGreek Philosophy, trans. L.R. Palmer, London,
1950, p. 310.
64 Cf. Fr. CUMONT, The Mysteries ofMithra, trans. T.J. McCormack, New York, 1956,
p. 125; ID., Astrology and Religion, p. 120-122.
65 DIOD., II, 30, 4-5.
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on the land and in the sea66. Similarly, in a magical papyrus, the sun is
singled out as the nÂ.ICtllov 9aÂ.acrcrolCpatopa67. Iamblichus refers to both the sun
and the moon as presiding over aIl yÉVEcrtÇ in the sublunar world68 . And
Cicero remarks that the moon brings nourishment to animaIs and stimulates
their growth and causes plants to thrive and attain their full development69.
Also on commemorative reliefs there are various inscriptions which contain
epithets descriptive of the planets in this astrological function. For example,
in a Palmyran inscription Saturn is referred to as the star-god of night70.
Jupiter, usually designated as the god of lightning, is represented on an
astrological plaque as the god of iron71 . The gnostic systems frequently
attribute each of the planets to one of the elements : the moon is the ethereal
earth; Mercury and Saturn the water; Venus and Jupiter the air; the sun and
Mars the fire72. In the mysteries of Mithra the planets are represented
symbolically by the seven different metals of which the Mithraic ladder to
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
CIC., De Nat. Deo., n, 49.
Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1596-1605; cf. also Zauberpapyri (preisendanz), IV,
1596-1604, both of which read in part: ltpOç "HÂ.lOV Myoç' ÈlttKuÂ.oûll<û cre, tOV
Iléytatov eeov... &Â.KtIlOV eUMaaoKpatopu. The sun is also referred to in the Paris
Magic. P. (DIETERICH,Abraxas, p. 49), 588 sq., as lpOYtoKpatrop. In aH the hymns and
invocations to the sun, its rising and setting are especiaHy noted as being of great
importance to alllife on earth; cf. EITREM, P. Os!., Fasc. l, 85.
Abammonis ad Prophyrium Responsum, VIII, 3d (Scott) : KUt &Â.Â.ll tflç lpuaeroç oÂ.llÇ
ltept yéveatv àpxiJ, i)VttvU creMvu Ih06uat. Cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, IV, 64. 1 have
referred to Iamblichus here in connection with this passage because this work is
more commonly known was Iamblichi De Mysteriis Liber; vide supra n. 38. AB
regards the problem of authorship, vide SCOTT, Hermetica, IV, 40f. According to
WHITTAKER, op. cit., p. 121 sq., Iamblichus was a native of Chalcis in Coele-Syria,
who followed Porphyry in the Neo-Platonic succession, teaching primarily in
Syria; he died in the reign of Constantine, c. A.D. 330. On the theurgic nature ofhis
De Mysteriis, vide DODDS, op. cit. (n. 47), p. 287 sq.
CIC., De Nat. Deor., n,50. Cf. MACROB., Comm. in Somn. 8cipion., 1,19,23 (Stahl).
Vide inscription in CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, pl. X, concerning which
Cumont notes: «Saturne est, suivant une doctrine astrologique très répandue, 'le
soleil de la nuit'".
CUMONT, op. cit., p. 105, fig. 7; cf. also pl. XI, p. 118 sq., and especially p. 137 sq.
MACROB., Comm. in Somn. Scipion., l, 8 (Eyssenhardt); cf. W.H. STAHL, Macrobius:
Commentary on the Dream of8cipio, New York, 1952, p. 132, n. 11. On the cult of
the elements vide STOB. Herm., XXIII, 54, 63 (Kore Kosmu); Wisdom of Solomon
(LXX) 13:2; cf. also BOUSSET, art. cit. (n. 60), p. 237-245; DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 61;
SCOTT, Hermetica, IV, 462 sq. The Testament ofSolomon (McCown), VIII, 2, refera
to the atotxeîu aa star-gods. Cf. CUMONT, After Life, p. 187.
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heaven is composed73 . This mystical symbolism is extended so that plants
and stones are also attached to the planets and receive theurgic powers from
this association74. As a consequence the busts of the planet-gods and other
planetary charms are used as phylacteries to control the elements75.
Rulers of time. Not only do the planets exercise dominion over physical
nature but they also serve as tutelary rulers of sublunar time. Ptolemy thus
refers to them as XPOVOlCpUtOpeç76. Each planet has a special power over a
period of time : hours, days, weeks, months, seasons, years, and even
centuries and millenaries77• These periods become propitious or unpropi-
tious according to the mythological nature of the planet presiding at the
time78. Of special significance is the association of the seven chronokratores
with seven sacred days. Under this planetary influence there evolves a new
way of reckoning time. Instead of the old month division of three nine-day
73
74
75
76
77
78
ORIG., C. Celso (Migne), VI, 21. Cf. CUMONT, The Mysteries of Mithra, p. 144. Also
CUMONT, After Life, p. 107. Cf. PHILO, Who is the Heir, 221 sq., where the seven
candlesticks are symbolical of the seven planets; and PHILO, On the Creation, 126,
where the seven vowels (cr'tolxeîa) are associated with the seven planets and thus
with the sympathy of the universe.
AsCLEPIUS, III, 38a, speaks of the use ofherbs, stones, and scents which induce the
gods to acquiesce to the will of man. Cf. DODDS, op. cit. (n. 47), p. 293; CUMONT,
Astrology and Religion, p. 120; MCCOWN, The Testament ofSolomon, p. 48.
CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, pl. XV, 3, buste de Mercure employé comme
phylactère. Cf. the astrological recipes in EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 127-130, where the
names of different planets are employed as charms for health, prosperity,
propheey, interpretation of dreams, etc.; vide MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 136 sq.
PTOL., Tetrabiblos, 209. Cf. PROCL., Platonis Timaeum Commentaria, III, 2, 10 ed.
E. Diehl, Lipsiae, 1906, where the planets are referred to as the guardians 'toov
uP10llOOV 'to\) Xp6vou; also Nechepsonis et Petosiridis fragmenta magica, fr. 21, 5, ed.
E. Riess, in Philologus, 6 (1891-1893), refers to a planet as a XPOVOKpu'topa 'toov
ucr'tÉprov. Vide CUMONT, op. cit., p. 152; also SCOTT, Hermetica, III, 366, n. 5.
DIO. CASS., XXXVII, 18, suggests this notion ofchronokratores, i.e., the notion that
each division of time is presided over by its own star-god, in his assignment of the
days to the seven planets. AB SCOTT, Hermetica, III, 365, n. 4, observes, this practice
of assigning divisions of time to chronokratores must have arisen out of actual
observation of the positions of certain heavenly bodies at certain times. DIOD., l, 28,
speaks of the Chaldean 7t<Xp<X't11PTlcretç 'toov acr'tprov; also II, 30, 2. This same practice
has a religious significance, as may be seen in ST. PAUL, Galat. 4:10, nllÉpaç
7tapa'tTlPEÎcrOe Kat Il11Vaç Kat Kalpoùç Kat ÉVlaU'tO'Ûç. It is not difficult to see also that
the observation of time and its subdivisions leads under the influence of astrology
to their veneration; cf. CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 288, n. 50, and ID.,
Astrology and Religion, p. 109, 120, and 165.
Cf. CIe., De Nat. Deo., II, 63 sq.; MACROB., Comm. in Somn. 8cipion., l, 19,18-20, and
21, 24-27 (Eyssenhardt); STOB., Herm., XXIII, 27-29 (Kore Kosmu), on which vide
notes in SCOTT, Hermetica, III, 522 sq.
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periods, the seven-day week is established, each day being named after a
planet and placed under its patronage79. Thus in the astrological system, as
Cumont notes, each day is sacred to a planet:
AlI these durations continued to be regarded as having a definite
influence, as being endowed with a magic potency, and astrology sought
to codify these activities, by placing each division of time under the
protection of a star in its system of «chronocratories»80.
Rulers of mankind. Another ruling function attributed to the planets in
the sublunary world is their administration of Necessity in connection with
human affairs81 . In this regard the planets are referred to as lCoO"J!.olCpa'topeç82
or as 1tcXv'tolCpa'tOpeç83. These epithets of course have a wider application, as
will be shown in the foUowing section on their superlunary use. But their use
here is simply descriptive of planetary influence on man. Two aspects of this
influence may be noted briefly. In one sense the planets color the lives of men
by affecting through their qualities and influences human dispositions and
activities. For example, Saturn, becauseof its slow deliberate movement,
makes men vascillating and apathetic; Jupiter brings fortune and health to
men; Mars threatens the dwellings of men; the sun, as the mind and guiding
principle of the universe, reveals aU things to men by his light; Venus favors
loyers; Mercury assures success in business; and the moon produces
mysterious influences, particularly on the growth of plants and on the health
of women84. More significantly, however, the planets determine man's
nativity and foreteU his destiny. Cicero notes that the Chaldeans attribute this
79
80
81
82
83
84
DIO CASS., XXXVII, 18. Cf. F.H. COLSON, The Week, Cambridge, 1926, p. 95 sq.;
MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 137; CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 164 sq.; vide also
allusions to this astrological feature in M.P. NILSSON, Greek Popular Religion, New
York, 1947, p. 106; CORNFORD, From Religion to Philosophy, p. 170 sq.; R.B. ONIANS,
The Origins of European Thought, Cambridge, 1954, p. 415, n. 13; SCOTT,
Hermetica, III, 365.
CUMONT, op. cit., p. 109. BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ, L'Astrologie Grecque, p. 474 sq. and
491 sq., thus remarks that according to Greek astrology the seven planets are at the
same time kosmokratores and chronokratores.
DIOD., II, 30, 3-5; CIe., De Republ., VI, 17.
!AMBL., De Myster. Lib., II, 3, ed. G. Parthey, Berlin, 1857 : oi lCOOIlOlcplX'Copeç ohèdmo
aeÂ:!Îvllv O"tolxeîa ÔtollCoûv'teç.
Cf. the use of nav'tolCp<X'trop as applied to the influence of Hermes in the London
Magic. P., CXXI, 668 sq. (Kenyon), and Helios in MACROB., Saturn., l, 23, 21
(Eyssenhardt). Vide infra n. 128 sq. and 136 for further remarks on these citations.
Corp. Herm., l, 25; STOB., Herm., XXIX; CIe., De Republ., VI, 17. Cf. SCOTT,
Hermetica, II, 60-61; BOUSSET, art. cit. (n. 60), p. 268; CUMONT, op. cit., p. 119 and
126.
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particular ruling function to the moon, believing that the condition of the
moon at the time of one's birth affects one's destiny85. But it is also believed
that man's natural end can be hastened by the intervention of a murderous
star (àvaLpÉ't'llç)86. For example, 8aturn and Mars in a certain position can
bring unexpected death by accident or killing87. This apparent contradiction
raises the question of the moral nature of the planets, as to whether they are
essentially baneful or beneficial to men, and also indicates the fluid charac-
ter of astrology in Hellenistic times. The difficulty can be resolved partially
by considering the moral nature of the planets according to the two represen-
tative systems of Hellenistic comology88; and this consideration will be
taken up in the section on «The Planets and the Moral OrdeI'». It is sufficient
to note here that the planets have a determinative influence on human
destiny. As a result, they become either supreme beneficent deities or subor-
dinate evil powers. Because of this moral interpretation, therefore, it is not
strange that the planets are identified by other deity-titles89, as weIl as their
more customary Olympian names.
85
86
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88
89
CIC., De Divinat., II, 91. Cf. PHILo,Allegorical Interpretation, 1,8, and Special Laws,
II,140-161.
CUMONT, After Life, p. 100 and 131. On the astrological significance of âVlXtpé't11Ç,
vide LIDDELL and SCOTT, A Greek-English Lexicon, l, 106. Cf. âVlXtpE'ttKOÇ in ProL.,
Tetrabiblos, 127.
MACROB., Comm. in Somn. Scipion. (Eyssenhardt), l, 19, 20. Ares' hostile nature is
described briefly in CIC., De Republica, VI, 17. In a charm against conception, Oslo
Magic. P. (Eitrem), l, 321-332, it is necessary to perform its ritual procedures EV
ftll1Pll- Kpovo'l> ｾ Ｇｅｰｾｯ￻Ｎ Leiden Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Abraxas), XXIV, 15, speaks
ofKronos as a hostile star. Cf. CUMONT, op. cit., p. 131 and 141 sq.
I.e., the Stoic and the gnostic systems.
E.g., Helios is identified with the Egyptian deity Serapis, the Leiden Magic. P. W
(DIETERICH, Abraxas), XIV, 20, and with the Persian god Mithra, the Mithra
Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 2, 5; the moon is identified on occasions
with Isis, as in PLUT., De Is. et Os., 372e, and also with Men, in Orphie Hymn
(Hermann), IX (8), 2-3. Kronos, as wel1 as Helios, is identified with the Hebrew god
Iao or Yahweh. Vide the «Buste de Sabazius» in CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales,
pl. III, where the old Thraco-Phrygian divinity has been identified with Yahweh
Sabaoth. Sabazius is referred te here as «le Jupiter Sabazius, l'Hypsistos, maître des
sphères étoilées». On the identification of Helios and Yahweh, vide the Leiden
Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Abraxas), II, 35 : ｾￂｴｅＬ oi> ft ｂＶｾｬｘ lXlXlX 111111 COCOCO ut lXlXlX
cococo ｌｬｘｾｬｘｲｯＹ ￢ｰｾＦＹ 'I&co. Other identifications appear from time to time in the
papyri, e.g., the sun with Shamash and Adad or with Seth-Typhon and Re; one of
the planets, or al1 ofthem together, may be identified with Ahriman, Lucifer, Satan,
et al. On this problem, cf. J.B. McMINN, Fusion ofthe Gods : A Religio-Astrologieal
Study of the Interpenetration of the East and West in Asia Minor, in JNES, 15
(1956), p. 210 sq.
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The Planets as Superlunary Rulers
Rulers of the firmament. One of the special superlunary functions of the
. planets is to turn the axis of the firmarnent90. In this connection they are
referred to as 1toÂ01cpu'topeç91 and are identified in sorne way with the seven
stars of the Great Bear92, which in Mithraisrn becornes the abode of the
IlÉytO"'toç ge6ç93. The seven stars of the Bear are also represented by the seven
Greek vowels ael1wu(O, which are frequently used as rnystic signs of the
planets94. Because of this planetary association, Scott concludes that
90
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Cf. Corp. Herm., II, 7; especially, the Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine
Mithrasliturgie), 12, 27-14, 10; Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1301-1305.
The Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 12, 29 sq., speaking of seven
star-gods (perhaps symbolically the seven planets), reads in part: o{)'tol ei<HV oi
K<XMulLeVOt 1tOMKp(:X'topeç 'toû oup<xvoû, who are associated with the <XpK'tOÇ ｾ KtvOÛO<X
K<Xt aV'tta'tpécpo'\)o<x 'tav oup<xv6v (14, 17 sq.). Cf. DIETERICH, op. cit., p. 72 sq.; also
DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 105.
STOB., Herm., VI, 13, describes the Bear as the constellation composed èS a<J'tépcov
im'ta, whose function is to make the zodiacal circle revolve. In Corp. Herm., V, 4, the
Bear is said to carry round through its own revolution the whole cosmos.
Cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 161-162 and III, 377 sq.
As SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 97, notes, in the Mithraic cult the North Pole seems to have
been of primary significance, being the abode of Mithra, the Megistos Theos, to
whom Helios, the ruler of the planetary spheres, is subordinated. Attending the
supreme god is a group of seven youths (perhaps the stars of the Great Bear) and a
group of seven maidens (the stars of the Little Bear); it is the seven youths who are
referred to as oi 1tOMKpa'tOpeç 'tOÛ oup<xvoû... oi lCVCOÙ<XKocpuA<XKeç... oi o'tpécpov'teç {ma êv
KéA'\)0lL<X 'tav 1teptOlvll'tov 'tOÛ KUKM'\) <XSov<x 'tOÛ oup<xvoû (12, 29-14, 2). On p. 48, n. 2,
Scott remarks that the number (È1t'ta) of these groups might cause them to be
associated with the seven planets. If the two groups were fused into one, it would
become a group of seven bisexual beings; cf., e.g., the seven bisexual men in Corp.
Herm., 1,17-18.
Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1301 : <xpK'te, 8e« lLEYlo'tll, <XPX0'\)(J<X oup<xvoû... 1t<xvcpemç
<XPlLOV1<X 'trov oÂrov <xellw'\)co 1tAtv810'\). Cf. PHILO, On The Creation, 113 sq. Because of
a natural sympathy, the things of earth depend on the things of heaven; thus he
correlates the various «sevens» on earth (e.g., the seven parts of the body and the
soul, the seven varieties of the voice, the seven movements, the seven days, the
seven-stringed lyre, and the seven vowels) with the primaI celestial «seven», viz.,
the planets. This hebdomadal harmony appears most clearly in the
correspondence of the seven vowels and the seven-stringed lyre with the seven
planets (126). DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 24, thus concludes : «Die sieben Wochentage,
die sieben Planeten, die sieben Sphliren, die sieben Vokale, die sieben Saiten der
Leier--alles wird schliesslich verbunden».
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...the seven stars of the Bear are [frequently] identified with the seven
planets, or assumed to be under the charge of the same star-gods; they are,
so to speak, 1tpôaol1ta of the planets95.
Rulers of time. The planets are also XPOVOlCpcX'Copeç of the superlunary
spheres. As the sun and the moon produce the days, the months, and the years
of sublunar time, so the seven planets together determine the superlunary
phases of the Great Cosmic Year96, the consummation (à1tOlCa'CcXcr'Cacr!ç)97 of
which occurs by ÈlC1tupol<nç98 when the seven wandering stars return to their
original point of departure. Associated with this idea of cosmic apokatastasis,
however, is the notion of cosmic eternity. The world, though experiencing a
conflagration in the Great Cosmic Year, is generated again and continues
eternally in the divine process of generation and destruction99. The planets,
therefore, are XPOVOlCpcX'Copeç which oversee this process, effecting through their
movements ad infinitum one cosmic period after another 100 . As the
Hermetist puts it, they «fill endless time with their movements»101 and their
movements endure through eternity. This function of the planets as masters
95
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SCO'IT, Hermetica, Ill, 378, n. 2. Cf. MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 137.
CIe., De Republ., VI, 24; De Nat. Deor., II, 51; PrOLEM., Tetrabiblos, 7. Cf. PRoCL.,
Platon. Tim. Comment., l,lOI, 2, ed. E. Diehl, Lipsiae, 1903, where, according to
Iamblichus, the Assyrians have preserved the memorials of the whole
apokatastasis and periods of the seven kosmokratores; henceforth referred to as
PROCL., Tim. (Diehl). PLAT., Tim., 39, gives the Cosmic Year as 36,000 years;
cf. R.G. BURY, Plato, LCL, VII, p. 82, n. 2. Vide CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales,
p. 164 and 289, n. 53.
STOICS (Eusebius) in DIELS, Doxographi, p. 469, 12-16. Cf. Corp. Herm., VIII, 4; XI
(1), 2; XII (2), 15b.
On the doctrine of É1C7tUpro<Jl<;, vide the fragmentary accounts in H. DIEL8,
Doxographi Graeci, Stoics (Stobaeus), p. 338, 16-18; Stoics (Plutarch), p. 393, 1-7;
Stoics (Eusebius), p. 468, 6-12 and 18-22; passim. Cf. also GREENE, Moira, p. 339 sq.,
and CUMONT, After Life, p. 12 sq.
DIOG. LAERT., VII, 137-142 ami 147. This account discusses briefly the nature of the
world in its process of coming into being and passing away. Although it
emphasizes the destruction of the world, it indicates clearly that its destruction and
renewal continue altelpov. Cf. GREENE, Moira, p. 340. BEVAN, op. cit. (n. 3), p. 50-51,
refers to the eternity of the Stoic world in terms of the doctrine of Eternal
Recurrence.
CIe., De Nat. Deor., II, 51. Cf. Zauberpapyri (preisendanz), IV, 2194-2199 (paris
Magic. P.), where in a magic formula the sun is addressed as Ôtrov OMoV oe<JmYtT\<; Ô
lXirov trov lXirovrov. CUMONT and CANET, Mithra ou Sarapis KOrMOKPATQP, in AIR,
p. 320, note: "Constamment la notion d'éternité et celle d'universalité sont jointes et
même confondues dans la puissance attribuée aux divinités astrales». Cf. also
CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 269, n. 109.
Corp. Herm., XI, (2), 7: èltt<x K6<Jl!()\)<; ... op6l!Q> OllX<p6pcp tOV lXiroVlX aVlXltÂT\pOÛVtlX<;.
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of time demonstrates their omnipotence, whereby they also rightfully receive
the tiUes of lCocrllolCp(hopeç102 and 1tav'ColCpex-copeç103.
Rulers of the spheres. As Cumont has suggested104, it is possible that the
planets were originally referred to as the masters of the celestial spheres.
Certainly, in the language of astrology and the oriental cults, one finds the
epithet lCacrllOÇ or lCacrllOt employed in the sense of world or worlds to designate
the planetary spheres 105 . In the astronomical system ascribed to
Philolaus106, lC6crllOÇ does not signify the universe as a whole ('Co 1tâv), but
rather denotes the region ofthe planetary spheres, in contrast both to the outer
sphere (oÂ'llIl1tOÇ) above the planets and to the sublunar atmosphere (oupavaç)
below them107. One Hermetic passage refers to the planets as the É1t'CeX
lCacrllOt 108. Also Heraclides Ponticus109 and sorne of the Pythagoreans calI
each of the planets a lCacrlloçll0. According to Hippolytus111 , the astrologers
distinguish the lCacrlloÇ of the fixed stars and the lCacrlloÇ of the planets, re-
marking that these powers govern their own proper zones. In this connection
the planets are usually referred to as lCocrllolCp(hopeç112, although occasionally
102
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E,g., Zauberpapyri (Preisendanz), IV, 2198 (paris Magic. P.), the sun is referred to
not only as b airov 'tÔ>V airovrov but also b KocrlloKpa'trop; also PROCL., Tim., III, 95,31-
34 (Diehl) : Kat ËveKa 'tfjç 'tm'>'Cou yevÉcreroç ｴｩＱｴｯｹ･ｶｶｾ Kat ｾￂｷｶ Kat 'toùç liÂÂouç
KocrlloKpa'topaç roç 1tpoKaÂoullÉvouÇ IlÈv 'tov ticpavfj Xpovov Kat ÉKcpalvoV'taç Kat
lleplÇollÉVOUÇ a,>'Cov Kat ｾｨ｡ｬｰｯ￻ｶＧｴ｡￧ Kat tid rocrau'troç cruveÂlcrcrov'taç. Here it is clear
that the Demiurge has produced the sun and the other kosmokratores for the
purpose of establishing invisible time.
In the L,eiden Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Abraxas), XVII, 14, and XIX, 10, the sun is
referred to this astrological connection as b1tav'toKpa'trop.
CUMONT and CANET, art. cU. (n. 100), p. 319.
Cf. von HUMBOLDT, Cosmos, l, 52.
According to W.D. Ross, Philolaus, in OCD, p. 682, little is known about Philolaus of
Croton. He was a Pythagorean contemporary with Socrates; his fragments and
Testimonia are found in DIELS, Vorsokratiker, l, 398-419.
PHlLOLAUS (Aetius) in DIELS, Vorsokratiker, l, 403, 21 sq. : 'tà oÈ {mo 'tl1V 'toû ÔÂ.UIl1tOU
cpopav, Év 6>l 'toùç 1tÉv'te Ｑｴￂ｡ｶｾＧｴ｡￧ lle6' 'hÂlou Kat ｣ｲ･ￂｾｶｬｬ￧ 'te'tax6at, [KaÂeî] Kocrllov.
Corp. Herm., XI, (2), 7 : roe Kat 'toùç U1tOKelllÉvouÇ É1t'tà KocrlloUÇ. Cf. SCOTT,
Hermetica, II, 307.
Cf. K.O. BRINK, in OCD, p. 414.
HERACLIDES (Stobaeus) in DIELS, Doxographi, p. 343 : 'HpaKÂ.elollç Kat oi
IIu6ayopuol ËKacr'tov 'tÔ>V ticr'tÉprov KOcrJ.!OV u1tapxelV ... 'taû'ta ÙÈ 'tO; 06YJ.!a'ta Èv 'toîç
'OpcptKoîç cpÉpecr6at. KOOJ.!01tOwûcrt yàp ËKacr'tov 'tÔ>V ticr'tÉprov. Cf. W.K.C. GUTHRIE,
Orpheus and Greek Religion, London, 1952, p. 185, and SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 307.
HrPPOL. (Orig.), Rer. Omn. Haer., V, 2, 13 (Migne).
E,g., cf. PRocL., Tim., III, 58, 7-8 (Diehl) : oi yàp KaWj.leVOt 1tMvll'teç KoolloKpa'topeç
etcrt Kat bÂt1C'Ï]v etMxacrt ouvalllV.
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called ｾ ｅ ｙ ｬ ｘ ￂ Ｎ Ｐ Ｑ ｾ ｰ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｯ ｰ ｅ ￧ 113. As rulers of their own spheres, they preside over the
innumerable spirits occupying planetary space114. These spirits, according
to Hellenistic cosmology, are disembodied souls which have passed from
mortality through the sublunary zones to astral immortality l15. Being
associated with the planets in this way, they too are sometimes identified as
ｬ ｷ ｣ ｲ ｾ ｯ ｬ ｃ ｰ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｯ ｰ ｅ ￧ Ｑ Ｑ Ｖ ［ yet, in the strictest sense, it is only the visible gods, i.e., the
seven planets, which are the rulers of the spheres. An extension of this
spherical command is observed in the regulative power of the planets over the
zodiacal sphere. They become the ÇO)()LOlCpa'topEç117. This power, however, as
weIl as the general surveillance of the universe, is finally assigned to the
113
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115
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Vide the Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 14, 6-7, where the
Mithraic votary addresses the È1t'tà eeot (in alllikelihood the seven planets), asking
for health, good sight, courage, etc., and calls them oi. KÛptot JlO\l Kut JleyuÂoKpatopeç
eeot; in 10, 32, the sun is addressed as Jle'YaÂoKpa'trop ｾｵＨｊｴￂ･｜＾Ｎ
MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 135.
Cf. CIC., De Republ., VI, 15-16; POSIDONIUS (?) (Sextus Empiricus) in von ARNIM,
Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, II, 223-224 and 321, 8-18; Corp. Herm., 1,16 sq.;
IRENEAUS, C. Haer., l, 21,1-5 (Migne); APULEIUS, The GoldenAss, XI.
Parlicularly is this identification true in the case ofkings and emperors who stand
in a mystical relation with the sun. CUMONT, L'Égypte des Astrologues, Bruxelles,
1937, p. 27 sq. Cf. Mrs. S.A. STRONG, A Bronze Bust of a Julio-Claudian Prince
(? Caligula) in the Museum of Colchester; with a Note on the Symbolism of the
Globe in Imperial Portraiture, in JRS, 6 (1916), p. 44-46, on the emperor and his
connection with Jupiter and Solon the Chariot of the Sun as a symbol of
apotheosis. Cf. also L.R. TAYLOR, The Divinity ofthe Roman Emperor, Middletown,
1931, p. 45, 90-92, 177, 180, and 187. The idea of the assimilation of the kings to the
sun is expressed particularly in Pseudo-Callisthenis Historiam Fabulosam, l, 20
(cod. c), ed. C. Müller, Paris, 1846; when Alexander returned victorious to
Macedonia, the people marvelling at his wisdom and courage sang his praises in a
song, part of which reads : àvu'telÀuç yàp Ku'tuyÀaïcre POOJlllV, / KUt nav'tuç
ｾ ｊ ｬ ｵ ￻ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｡ ･ Àotnoùç àcr'tÉpuç. / MXO\l ｯｾｶ U\l'tOV, ÀaJlnpà MUKeÔOVtU, / KUt 'toùç èxepoùç
àJl\>vut èv 'toû'tq> ol/)O\l'/ 'AÀÉçuvopoç yap ècr'ttV b KooJloKpa'trop. Cf. PETERSON, Etç 8eoç,
p. 173, n. 1, where the emperor, linked with KocrJlOKpa'trop "HÀtoç, himselfbecomes
KocrJloKpa'trop, i.e., Helios-Aion. Although astral apotheosis was granted originally
only to the royal souls, as STOB., Herm., XXIV, 1-6, notes, it later became the popular
itinerarium ad deum; vide CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 178 sq.
Damascii Successoris Dubitationes et Solutiones de Primis Principiis, 131, ed.
C.A. Ruelle, II, Paris, 1889, refers to the Én'tà KocrJloKpa'topuç as the èYKOcrJllO\lÇ
ÇroOtoKpa'topuç... ènt 'toov 'te'tuP'tllJlOPtrov KUt ènt 'toov ｾｊｬｴ｣ｲｃｐｕｴｐｬｲｯｖ f3ef3oo'tuç.
Cf. WHI'ITAKER, op. cit. (n. 38), p. 180 sq.
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sun 118. The graduaI ascendancy of Helios over the other planets
distinguishes him as the K:oO"Il0K:pa,u.op par excellence119. He is the bright star
of the day, the most illustrious of the visible gods120. By his power he moves
aH the starry spheres and thus rules the universe 121 . This astrological
extension results in solar henotheism122, one of the eminent religious forms
of HeHenistic cosmology.
Rulers of the universe. In connection with their sovereignty over the
superlunary spheres, the planets are also regarded as the masters of the
universe. The most common epithet descriptive of this planetary function is
K:oo"lloK:pa'trop, signifying in this sense one who has power of control over the
whole world123. This notion of planetary omnipotence is associated particu-
118
119
120
121
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123
Corp. Herm., XI (2), 7, describes Helios as lta01lç 1:açeroç apX0V1:oç, KUl ltyel!ôvoç 1:rov
èlt1:<x. KÔal!rov. Corp. Herm., XVI, 12, speaks of the sun as the savior and sustainer of
alllife : aom,p oh KUl1:poCjleuç Èa1:t ltUV1:0ç yévouç 0 ｾￂｴｯ￧Ｎ Vide SCOTT, in Hermetica, II,
441 sq., on the supremacy of the sun. The Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine
Mithrasliturgie), 10,31 sq., reflects the primacy of the sun in a brief encomium :
KUpte, xuîpe, l!eyuÀoouvul!e, l!eyuÀoKp<hrop ｾｵ｣ｲｴ￀ｅ￻Ｌ l!Éyta1:e Serov, "HÂte, 0 KUptoÇ 1:0Û
o'lipuvoû KUl1:i1ç 'Yi1ç, Seè Serov. Cf. also CUMONT, After Lire, p. 100 sq.; vide supra
n.47.
Orphie Hymn (Hermann), VIII (7), among its many epithets descriptive of the
magnificence of Helios, characterizes the omnipotence of the deity as Koal!oKplhrop
and oéaltO'tu KOOl!OU. Paris Magic. P. (Wessely), 1598, speaks ofHelios as 1:0V l!É'Yta1:ov
Seôv, âlvaov KUPWV, KOOl!OKpa1:0pU. Cf. EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, p. 47 sq. and 84 sq.
Corp. Herm., XVI, 7 : Ml!ltPÔ1:U1:U ｛ｾￂｷ￧｝ lteptMl!ltEt 1t<XV1:U 1:0V KÔal!oV by which light
the sun maintains everlasting life in immortal çipa and generates temporary life in
mortal ç(j>u; cf. SCOTT, Hermetica, II, 446 sq. CIC., De Republ., VI, 17 refers to the sun
as dux et princeps et moderator luminum reliquorum, mens mundi et temperatio,
tanta magnitudine ut cuncta sua luce lustret et compleat. Cf. PLATO, Republ., 508c,
where the sun is spoken of as the offspring and visible image of the Good.
Cf. Corp. Herm., XI (2), 7, where the sun is spoken of as lta01lç 1:açeroç apxov1:eç (Le.,
as SCOTT, Hermetica, l, 213, translates it, «the rulers of aIl ordered movement») and
ltyel!ôvoç 1:rov èlt1:<x. KOOl!roV; JULIAN OF LAomcEA, Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum,
l, 136, ed. F. Cumont et alii, Brussels, 1898. In Corp. Herm., V, 3, Helios is called the
l!éyta1:oç 1:rov KU1:' o'lipuvov Serov, Q> ltav1:eç elKOUatv oi o'lipavtot Seol roauvel ｾｵ｡ｴ￀ｅ￮
KUl Ô-Uvua1:1Î. STOB., Herm., II, A, 14, speaks of the sun as apxrov 1t<XV1:rov KUlltOtrov
1t<XV1:u. Earlier CLEANTHES (Stobaeus) in DIELS, Doxographi, p. 465, 5-6, had placed
the hegemonikon of the world in the sun : 1Jyel!oVtKOV oè 1:0Û KOOl!OU KÀEavSet l!èv
Tlpeae 1:0V ｾￂｴｯｖ e{vat otà 1:0 l!Éyta1:ov 1:rov aa1:prov ;>nô;pxetv.
DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 55 sq. Cf. also CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 94 sq.,
124 sq., and 130-135; SCOTT, Hermetica, n, 431; EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l, 51.
Cf. e.g., PRoCL., Tim., III, 127, (Diehl), 14 : 1:<x. ltÂuvrol!evu... ltyel!0vtKhv ëÂuXe KUl
KOOl!OKPU1:optKhv ô;ç{uv Èv 1:(j>ltUV1:l. CUMONT and CANET, art. cit. (n. 100), p. 319.
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Iarly with the gods Mithra, Serapis, Zeus, Heliosl24, and Hermes125 and with
certain kings and emperors l26 . On at Ieast two occasions the idea of
omnipotence in lCOO'I!OlCpch<.op is strengthened by the adjective livi1CT\'CoçI27. The
epithet 1t<xv'ColCpa'C<.op is coined on the same modeIl28. It means the one who
rules or controls aIl things; and used, as Dodd suggestsl29, with lCoO'I!0lCpa'C<.op
in mind, it refers to the one God who rules and controls aIl other cosmic
powers 130• In this sense 1t<xv'ColCpa'C<.op and lCoO'l!olCpa'C<.op are synonyms. An
instance of this synonymity appears in the magical papyri, where, in two
124
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Cf. an inscription found in Ghislanzoni (Notizie degli Scavi di Antichita, IX, 323) : etç
Çeùç aapunuç [j.ll1:PUç superimposed on aapunuç] iiÂlOÇ lw<Jj.lOlCpanOp âvet1CT\'toç. This
same inscription is studied in CUMONT and CANET, art. cit., p. 315 Bq. NB. the same
union of divinities in the London Magic. P. (Kenyon), XLVI, 65 : 'E1tllCUÂOÛj.lU{ (Je
Zeû "HÂte M{9pu LapU1tl âV{1CT\'te. Other associations which reflect planetary
connections occur, e.g., in the Leiden Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Abraxas), XIV,
21 sq. : È1tllCUÂOÛj.lU{ ae... lCoaj.lolCpa'trop LapUnt; also 41 sq.; in the Mithra Liturgy
(DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 2, 5 : b j.lÉyuç gebç "HÂlOÇ Mtepuç; Orphie Hymn
(Hermann), VIII (7), 11 : [iiÂtoç] lCOaj.lOlCpa'trop; 16 : ùÉano'tu lCOaj.lOu. DIETERICH,
Abraxas, p. 55, observes that «Alle die grossten Gotter Zeus und Sarapis, Attis und
Mithras, Osiris und Dionysos, sie sind nun Sonnengotter und auch Helios vereinigt
noch einmal in sich alle andern».
Leiden Magic. P. W (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), XVI, 1 sq. : "Epj.leç,
È1tllCUÂoÛj.lU{ <Je... ｌｵｾｭ｢Ｙ ￢ｰｾｵＹ 'Iaro ZuyouPll. Hermes is associated here with the
Hebrew deity (?) Yahweh Sabaoth and perhaps (?) Zagreus (Dionysus). London
Magic. P. (Kenyon), XLVI, 400 : 'Epj.lfi lCooj.lolCpa'trop, ÈVlC6.p8te, tcUlCÂe aeÂ1lVT\ç.
Cf. I.G.S.I., 926 (Kaibel), where the city of Gaza makes a dedication to Gordian III :
'tov geoqnÂia'tu'tov lCOaj.lOlCpa'topu; I.G.R., 1, 1063 (Cagnat), where, in Alexandria,
Caracalla is referred to as lCoaj.lOlCpa'trop because he is a lover of the sun-god Serapis
(c. A.D. 216). Cf. also PSEUDO-CALLISTH., Hist. Fabul., 1,7 and 16 (Müller); II, 26 and
43; passim; this work expresses the idea of the assimilation of the kings to the sun.
Vide TAYLOR, op. cit. (n. 116), p. 90-92, 113 sq., and 242.
Vide supra n. 124.
London Magic. P. (Kenyon), CXXI, 668 : 'Epj.lfi nuv'tolCpa'trop, apparently a variant of
XLVI, 400 : 'Epj.lfi nuv'tolCpa'trop. MACROB., Saturn., l, 23, 21 (Eyssenhardt) : "HÂte
1tUv'tolCpa'trop lCoaj.lOu. Cf. also CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 268, n. 101 and
104.
DoDD, The Bible and the Greeks, p. 19.
Cf. the use of 1tUv'tolCpa'trop in the LXX : Wisdom of Solomon 7:25; Jeremiah 38
(36):35; also in the N.T. : II Cor. 6:18; Revelation 1:8; 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7, 14; 19:6, 15;
21:22. DlüG. LAER., VII, 147, speaks of the one god who functions through his
oilCeto'tl'\'teç; also PLUT., De Is. et Os., 378a, implies a theoretical monotheism in his
j.liu 1tPOVOtU, which watches over the ancillary powers. Another instance of this
same usage occurs in The Testament ofSolomon (McCown), III, 5, where in a brief
panegyric, Solomon prays : eUÂoyl'\'toç el, tcUpte b geoç b1tUv'tolCpa'trop [sic]; this praise
cornes as a result of Solomon's divine authority over the 8cx{IlOVeç; cf. also VI, 8.
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versions of a prayer to the planet-god Hermes, these epithets are used as
equivalent titles. In one version the god is addressed as ÉpJ.lfl KO<JJ.lOKpa'trop; in
the other, ÉpJ.lll1tav'toKpa'trop131. The idea of omnipotence, however, is enven-
tually attributed only to the sun132. Because he leads the «starry choir» and is
the king and guide of aIl the other luminaries, he is master of the whole
world: ｾ ￂ ｴ ｯ ￧ pa<JtÂEùç Kat f]YEJ.lroV 'toû (J'\)J.l1tav'toç KO<JJ.lOU Ka8E<J'troç 1tav'trov
Ka8llYoUJ.lEVOÇ Kat 1tâv'trov rov YEvE<JtapX1lç133. In later Hellenistic times
Helios becomes the chief deity of the mystery cuIts and the royal planet of the
Roman Empire134. Many prayers and invocations are addressed to him as
the omnipotent planet-god135. For example, Macrobius records such an
invocation to Helios offered by the Syrian priests at Heliopolis : "HÂtE
1taV'toKpa'top KOOJ.lOU 1tVEÛJ.la KOcrJ.lOU BUvaJ.ltç KOcrJ.lOU q>roç136. The supremacy of the
sun over the other planets indicates the astrological religious tendency of
131
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Vide supra n. 128. No other change is noted; cf. CUMONT and CANET, art. cit., p. 320.
Cf., e.g., STOB., Herm., II, A, 14. It must be remarked here, however, that the
Hermetist regards the sun as second to the Demiurge, the first invisible god. Vide
supra n. 118-121. This same idea occurs in Corp. Herm., XVI, 4-10a, 12, and 13-16,
where the sun is supreme within the cosmos, being subordinate only to the
supracosmic god.
JULIAN OF LAomCEA, CCA, l, 136 (cited by CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p.
270, n. 116). Cf. also CIe., De Republ., VI, 4; PLIN., H.N., II, 12, trans. H. Rackham,
LCL,I.
Helios as the chief deity among the mystery cuIts : cf. the Mithra Liturgy
(DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 2, 5, et passim, where Helios is identifical with
the /lÉraç eeoç; vide CUMONT, The Mysteries ofMithra, p. 95, 121, and 135. Also cf.
Orphie Hymn (Hermann), VIII (7); vide GUTHRIE, op. cit. (n. 110), p. 43;
MACCHIORO, op. cit. (n. 46), p. 149. According to the Leiden Magic. P. W (DIETERICH,
Abraxas), XIV, 20 sq. and 40 sq., the cult ofSerapis identifies Serapis as a heliacal
deity; vide BELL, Cults and Creeds, p. 21. Helios as the royal planet of the Roman
Empire: cf. TAC., Hist., III, 24, trans. C.H. Moore, LCL" where Antonius encourages
the Flavian troops, challenging them to defeat the Vitellians; IUL., Orat., IV, 137c,
refers to Helios as b eeoç, who gives life and is the cause of aH movement, Le.,
coming to be and passing away. CUMONT,Astrology and Religion, p. 94 sq., 104-
106, 133 sq., and 161. N.B. ScOTT's résumé, in Hermetica, II, 431, of the exaltation of
the sun-god in later Hellenistic times.
Vide supra n. 118-121.
MACROB., Saturn., l, 23, 21 (Eyssenhardt). Cf. Orphie fragment in 23,22; also in
HERMANN, Orphica, p. 464, where the sun us addressed as ｾ ￂ Ｌ ｜ ･ 1tayyevÉ'top. N. also
in MACROB., Saturn., l, 18, 18, that the line Etç Ze'Ùç etç 'AtÔT\ç etç "HÂ,toç etç Ô10V\laOç
occurs. This line may reflect, as KNox, op. cit. (n. 5), p. 37, n. 7, notes, the oriental
notion of the sun as the one divine Aion expressing himself in the four seasons and
thus representing the division of eternity into recurring cycles of time. Vide
invocation addressed to the sun-god in the Papyrus Mimaut transcribed in SCOTT,
Hermetica, III, 284. MACCHIORO, op. cit., p. 354, n. 7.
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Hellenistic cosmology, a tendency which expresses itself literally in solar
henotheism and metaphorically in transcendent monotheism137.
The Planets and the Moral Order
The moral nature of the planets in Hellenistic cosmology is dependent
upon the manner in which these gods influence man and determine his
destiny. According to the two representative Hellenistic systems, this
astrological role has two interpretations. In the Stoic system the planets are
benevolent supreme deities who offer their devotees deliverance from the ills
of sublunary existence. This deliverance is a redemptive process rising out
of the mystical contemplation of the starry heavens and results in astral
apotheosis. Man is not only elevated to the rank of deity but is also identified
with one of the planets; he becomes a «fellow staD,138. In the gnostic system,
however, the planets are malevolent subordinate deities, who impose upon
man the demonic forces of Fortune and Fate. Redemption from these cosmic
powers cornes directly from the first and ultimate God, who is above and
beyond the planets. His gift of gnosis empowers man through magic and
mystery to overcome planetary influence and at death to pass triumphantly
through the malign planetary spheres to freedom and union with the ultimate
God. Thus transcending the nature and the power of the planets, man
achieves the true fulfillment of his destiny, becoming one of God's innume-
rable Powers.
The Planets as Benevolent Gods
To observe the benevolent role of the planets in the Stoic world view, one
must turn his attention away from the exterior world towards the world of the
137
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Cf. PLUT., The E at Delphi, 393d, where, in his exposition of the Delphic religion, he
speaks of those who identify Apollo with the sun, but he himself prefers to identify
the sun as the visible image of the supracosmic deity. The sun as the symbol and
image of the supreme extracosmic god also appears in Corp. Herm., XVI, 7 sq.
EITREM, P. Osl., Fasc. l,51, transcribes an invocation to the supreme god Typhon
Seth, which is to be uttered before the sun and which employs epithets frequently
associated with the sun, e.g., 1tlXv'toKpa'trop and eeov ee&v.This monotheistic bent, in
association with sun-worship, is also referred to in its Orphic connections in
HARRISON, Prolegomena, p. 461-462, in Hermetic thought in SCOTT, Hermetica, II,
455, and III, 189; and in Neo-Platonic theology in CUMONT, Astrology and Religion,
p. 134 Bq. and 197. Observe Cumont's account of this theological development in
Syria (ID., Les Religions Orientales, p. 122-124).
Cf. the Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 8, 4 sq. : où Bè 1taÂtV Mye'
otY!Î' OtY!Î' Myoç' èyro eif.lt (J'\}f.l1tÂlXVOÇ vf.lîv ｡ｯＧｴｾｰＮ MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 142.
DIETERICH,Abraxas, p. 23.
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soul. According to this moral order, the planets are not simply astral deities
who protect men against the perils of nature: wind, rain, drought, earth-
quake, and other pestilences. They are also the gods who save men's souls
from death and lead them to eternal life amid their spheres. This divine
intervention in human affairs translates the gods into saviers of men and
guides of the soul139 and serves as the basis of the belief in astral apotheosis.
It is significant to note that this eschatological belief appears in its early
stages in Hellenic thought, particularly in Aristophanes140 and Plat0141, but
it haslittle religious significance. During Hellenistic times, however, it is
permeated with mysticism and astrolatry and becomes more religious than
philosophical. As a consequence, it dominates aIl other eschatological
theories. At first, this apotheosis is restricted to the heroes of the past, but later
it becomes appropriate to assure this same destiny to kings, emperors, and
139 Although a lacuna occurs in the text, these two functions of the astral gods are
described briefly in STOB., Herm., XXVI, 3 : &puq>bpot oV'teç 'tfiç KaObÂoU1tpovolaç, 6JV b
l!èv o/uXO'tal!laç, b Bè o/uxo1tol!1tbç. In STOB., Herm., XXVI, 1, the moon functions as a
o/uKO'tal!laç; DIO. LAER., VIII, 31 refers to Hermes as tal!laç téOv Ijf\lXéOv Kat Bux tOÛtO
1tol!1taîoç. In EUR., Ale., 361, ed. H.W. Hayley, The Alcestia of Euripides, Boston,
1898, Charon is spoken of as a o/uxo1tol!1tbç; DIOD., l, 96, 6, refers to Hermes as the
Ijf\lxo1tol!1tbç in Egyptian and Orphic mysteries.
140 Perhaps the earliest extant statement indicating such a belief is one found in
ARISTOPH., Pac., 832 sq., trans. B.B. Rogers, LCL. The hero Trygaios flies up to
heaven on an enormous Mount Etna dung-beetle to persuade the gods to restore
Peace to Greece. On his return from this adventurous journey, his servant,
questioning him about what he has seen, asks : roç <X<Jtépeç ytYV0l!eO' mav nç
<X1toOavn. The assumption is that the souls of the dead not only ascend to heaven but
actually turn into stars. Both HARRIsoN, Prolegomena, p. 205, and GUTHRIE, op. cit.,
p. 185., ascribe this belief to Orphic doctrine. ROHDE, Psyche, p. 359, n. 76, assigns
this notion to popular belief; cf. also GUTHRIE, The Greeks and their Gods, p. 213
and 264. CUMONT, After Life, p. 95, on the other hand, ascribes the belief in astral
immortality to the Chaldeans : that it was propagated in Greece by the
Pythagoreans.
141 PLATO (Tim., 42b) adopts this sarne belief, but with moral implications. Cf. {}REENE,
Moira, p. 307 sq.; CUMoNT,After Life, p. 170 sq.;Astrology and Religion, p. 175-176.
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eminent men of the state142. For example, in the account of «Scipio's
Dream«, it is remarked that
omnibus, qui patriam eonservaverint, adiuverint, auxerint, eertum esse
in eaelo definitum loeum, ubi beati aevo sempiterno fruanter ...l43
FinaUy, under the religious impetus of the mystery cults, astral redemption
is accorded to everyone who devotes himself to the service of the planet-gods.
So popular is this salvation that Cicero comments : Totem prope eaelum
nonne humano generi eompletum est144 ?
8aviors of men. To Posidonius and his Stoic circle aU the planets indis-
criminately are saviors of the good disembodied <>aiJ!ü)v 145. On being libe-
rated from the body, the good <>aiJ!ü)v flies instantly to the region of the pure
stars, where it remains in paradisiacal bliss. The Orphie, however, looks
primarily to the moon for salvation146. At death he declares :
rf1ç 1taîç eiJ!t Kat oùpavoû acrtepoevtQÇ, aùteXp ÈJ!ot yp-voç où pavLOV147.
142
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Cf. STAT., Theb., l, 22, trans. J.H. Mozley, LCL, on the deification of Theban rulers.
Cf. MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 146 sq. Luc., De Civil. Bell., l, 45-66, speaks of the astral
deification of Julius Caesar; PLIN., HN, II, 94, refers to the comet which appeared
for seven days after Julius Caesar's death; Octavian explained it as the apotheosis
of his father; vide TAYLOR, op. cit. (n. 116), p. 91 sq. On the apotheosis of the
emperors, cf. SUETONIUS, The Lives of the Caesars, 100, trans. J.C. Rolfe, LCL,
where he records that an expraetor claimed that he had seen the apotheosis of
Augustus; JULIAN, The Caesars, 307c, trans. W.C. Wright; LCL, speaks of the
emperors as attaining immortality in the upper air just below the moon; vide
CUMONT, After Life, p. 98.
CIC., De Republ., VI, 13, 18. Cf. CUMONT, After Life, p. 113-114.
CIe., Tusc., l, 12, 28, trans. ,,1.E. King, LCL. Cf. also l, 43, 18; CUMONT, Astrology and
Religion, p. 190.
PoSIDONIUS (?) (Sextus Empiricus) in von ARNIM, Fragmenta, II, 321, 8-18; also
223-224. This passage is also cited in BEVAN, Stoics, p. 108., n. 1, and is attributed to
Posidonius; cf. also p. 106-107 and 114-115.
Cf. Orphie Fragment 91 (GUTHRIE, Orpheus and Greek Religion, p. 138). The
Greek text appears in PROCL., Tim. III, 154a (Diehl) : 1l1t<Jœto [Phanes?] ô'&Ullv
ycxîcxv &1tetpttOV, iiv te <JeÂftvl]v &eavcxtot lCÂÛÇO\l<JtV; also cited in SCOTT, Hermetica,
n, 307. Cf. RHODE, Psyche, p. 410, n. 116; CUMONT, op. cit., p. 175.
The Petelia Tablet (HARRISON, Prolegmena, p. 573); vide also «Critical Appendix on
the Orphic Tablets», written by Gilbert Murray, p. 659 sq. Cf. J.R. WATMOUGH,
Orphism, Cambridge, 1934, p. 54; MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 142; ONIANS, op. cit.
(n. 79), p. 230 sq., n. 8.
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Upon his ascent to the lunar sphere, he thus becomes a planetary godl48. The
Pythagorean also shares this belief in astral apotheosis. The first question in
the Pythagorean catechism asks : 'tt ÈO"uv ai ｾ ｡ Ａ ｣ ￢ ｰ ｯ ｯ ｶ vfjO"Ot; to which the
devotee replies: iîÀtoç !cat O"EÀ'l1V'll149. Although having Mithra as mediator
and guide in his empyrean ascent, the Mithraic votary places his confidence
in the support of the seven benevolent planets, who combat without respite the
powers of evi1150. But of particular significance in his redemption are the
planets Saturn, Jupiter, and Heliosl51 . As he ascends to the eighth sphere of
heaven, he can with assurance declare to the planets : È'Yro ｅｩｾｴ ｯＢｵｾＱｴ￀｡ｶｯ￧ ￹ｾ￮ｶ
àO"'t'l1pI52. Under the patronage of the Imperial cult, the sun becomes the
principal planet-god and is referred to in prayers and panegyrics, e.g., as
ｾ ｡ ｏ Ｂ ｴ ￀ ｅ ￹ ￧ iîÀtoç, iîÀtoç airov, iîÀtoç Ａ｣ｯｯＢｾｯＡ｣ｰ￢ＧｴｯｯｰＬ and sol sanctissimus l53. He is
associated also with other deity-titles which indicate his supremacy, such as
Zeus, Serapis, and Mithral54. The emperor is the image of Helios on earth
and like him receives epithets descriptive of divinity, e.g., ÔEO"1tÔ't'llÇ 'tfjç
ｯｩＡ｣ｯｵｾ￉ｶＧｬｬ￧Ｌ uioç 9eoû, Ａ｣ｯｯＢｾｯＡ｣ｰ￠ＧｴｯｯｰＬ aù'to!cpâ'toop, and o"oo'tTtP 'toû Ａ｣￴ｯＢｾｯｵｉＵＵＮ As the
divine solar representative, he leads his people in the true worship of the royal
148
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Cf. Timpone Grande Tablet (a) (HARRISON, Prolegomena, p. 662), 5 : eeoç iyévou iS
avepro1tOu. The immediate context of this statement does not explicitly assert astral
apotheosis, but it does imply it.
IAMBLICHUS in DIELS, Vorsokratiker, l, 464,6. Vide DODDS, op. cit. (n. 116), p. 248
and 263, n. 68; CUMONT, After Life, p. 96 sq. and 103; ROHDE, Psyche, p. 359, n. 75-
76. Cf. Deut. (LXX) 4:19; and on this idea, CLEM. AL., Strom., VI, 14 (Migne).
CUMONT, The Mysteries ofMithra, p. 126 and 144 sq.; also p. 120, 123, and 132 sq.
Cf. CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 276, n. 37; The Mysteries ofMithra, p. 140
and 146; Astrology and Religion, p. 135.
The Mithra Liturgy (DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie), 8, 5. Cf. DIETERICH, Abraxas,
p. 23. A similar idea is expressed in Corp. Herm., X, 24b sq. CUMONT, Les Religions
Orientales, p. 116 sq.; MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 142.
Note, restectively, the fol1owing citations: JUL. LAoD., CCA, l, 136 (cited by
CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 270, n. 116); Zauberpapyri (Preisendanz), IV,
2199; an inscription in Ghislanzoni, Notizie degli Scavi di Antichita, IX, 323; a
Palmyran inscription «Dédicace aux Dieux Solaires Palmyréniens» in CUMONT, op.
cit., pl. X, from which Aurelian, c. A.D. 274, was inspired to create the new cult ofsol
invinctus.
Vide supra n. 124-125. Cf. also DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 55 sq.
Vide «Inscriptions Recording Divine Honors» in TAYLOR, op. cit. (n. 116), appendix
III, p. 267 sq.; vide supra n. 126. Cf. also CUMONT,Astrology and Religion, p. 95 sq.
Observe the figure of eh:rov 'Co\} eeo\} in Coloss. 1:4.
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planet. At death he takes his place among the planetary spheres as an astral
deity and a eompanion to the sun-god156.
Guides of the soul. The benevolent role of the planets also appears in their
funetion as psychopompoi 157, the fjyelloveç eeot who eseort the pure souls to
heaven158. Although Posidonius speaks of the apotheosis of the ôcxtllOlV, he
seems to leave its aseent to the planetary spheres up to the «law of physies»159.
In Plutareh, however, - who is thought to re-eeho Posidonius _160 the disem-
bodied daimones render aid to the soul seeking its own salvation161. Perhaps
Posidonius thinks of these daimones as planet-gods, who in a sense are, like
Philo's angeloi, eonduetors of the sou1162 . Aeeording to Orphie and
Pythagorean traditions, it is said that Hermes guides the pure souls after
their separation from the body eiç "Cov Ü'l'tO""Cov 163 or to Olympus to shine among
the stars164. The Mithraie devotee looks to the leadership of Mithra himself
as the fjyellovcx eeov 165. But in this eapaeity Mithra is usuaIly assoeiated with
Helios, whose ehariotis used to eonvey the good souls to the eelestial thrones
where Jupiter-Ormazd reeeives them166. In the Syrian eults167, as weIl as in
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
Cf. CUMONT, After Lire, p.112 sq. and 157; Astrology and Religion, p. 185; TAYLOR,
op. cit., p. 91 sq.; supra n. 142.
Vide supra n. 139. This idea also appears in PLAT., Phaed., 107d and 108b.
JULIAN, The Caesars, 336c. Cf. a funeral inscription transcribed in CUMONT, Les
Religions Orientales, p. 264, n. 90, where one asserts that he is in the ether among
the choirs of stars, 'Aa.XON Seov ｾｹ･ｬｬｯｶｮ｡ＮＮ
BEVAN, Stoics, p. 107. On the mechanical means of the ascent of the soul, cf.
CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 188 sq.
BEVAN, Stoics, p. 112.
PLUT., De Genio Socrates (Moral.), 24, passage quoted in BEVAN, Stoics, p. 113, n. 1.
Cf. PHILO, On Dreams, I, 147, trans. F.H. Coison and G.H. Whitaker, LCL. CUMONT,
Les Religions Orientales, p. 265, n. 90;After Lire, p. 163; BEVAN, Stoics, p. 113.
DIOG. LAERT., VIII, 31. Cf. Isaiah (LXX) 14:13 sq. : où Bè eha.ç "Cft ｂｴ｡Ｎｶｯｻｾ aO\) eiç "Cov
oupa.vov ￠ｶ｡Ｎｾｾ｡ｯｬｬ｡ＮｴＬ É1tlxvro "Crov àa"Céprov ｾ｡ｲｯ "Cov Spovov 1l0U... ￠ｶ｡Ｎｾｾ｡ｯｬｬ｡Ｎｴ É1tlxvro
"Crov vecprov Ëaolla.t 0lloWÇ "CCi> {nl'{a"Ccp. Vide CUMONT, After Lire, p. 104 and, especial1y,
Les Religions Orientales, p. 266, n. 93. HIPPOL. (Orig.), Ref. Omn. Haer., V,2
(Migne). DIETERICH, Abraxas, p. 64-65.
HAUSSOULLIER, in RPh, 23 (1909), p. 6 : 'A'AÂ1J. a' Ëxrov eiç wO'Aull1tOV àv [T\ya.yev]
d)acpupoç 'Eplln9 Ai8épa. B' OK"Ca.É'tllÇ Ka.nBrov amPOtç alla. ÂàIl1tetç (cited by CUMONT,
Les Religions Orientales, p. 265, n. 90).
E.g., the emperor JULIAN, The Caesars, 336c, represents himself as being told by
Hermes that Mithra will be his psychopompos at death. CUMONT, After Lire, p. 164.
The inscription of Antiochus Commagene in MICHEL, Recueil, nO 735, 1, 40 : 1:rolla.
1tPOç oUpa.v{ouç AtOç 'npOlloo&m SpovO\)ç Seocpt'Anllf\lxllv 1tP01tÉIl'l'a.V eiç "Cov (htEtpov a.irova.
ｋｯｴｬｬｾＨｊ･Ｂｃ｡Ｎｴ (cited by CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 266, n. 91). Cf.
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the Imperial cult168, Helios becomes the primary escort of the souls returning
to heaven. And as indicated above, this solar motif tends to absorb or subordi-
nate aH other forms.
The Planets as Malevolent Gods
According to the moral ordet of the gnostic world view, the planets
assume a terrifying role. They are malevolent deities who impose on man
the enslaving power of astral Necessity. Under their control man cannot hope
for freedom and ultimate union with the supreme God, who resides above the
planets in the sphere of intelligible light. His destiny is to remain beneath the
moon among the demonic elemental spirits of the airy and the fiery zones.
Yet, escape from the planets is open to him in the mysteries. Through a
complicated series of ceremonies and instructions in the sacred lore of
gnosis, he can enter into mystical communion with God, become divine, and
be withdrawn from the power of Fate. His final victory over the planets,
however, occurs at death, when his soul, by the magical power of gnosis,
passes safely through the dread planetary spheres in its ascent to heaven to
become one of the Powers of God. According to Hermes Trismegistus, Toû'to
Ëcrn 'to à:ya96v, 'toû'to 'to 'tÉÂ-oç 'toîç rvrocrtV ècrXrl'c6crt geoo9flvat169.
Although this planetary hostility towards man is apparent in aH gnostic
systems, the particular malevolent functions which the planets assume are
not always clear and distinct. This ambiguity occurs, perhaps, because the
mythological structure of each gnostic system differs and also because the
epithets descriptive of the malign planetary functions frequently coalesce.
Yet, in the gnostic systems there are two fairly distinct classifications which
localize generaHy the malevolent functions of the planets and which give
sorne coherence to the various epithets ascribed to them. Accordingly,
DIETERICH, Eine Mithrasliturgie, p. 68; also BOUSSET, art. cit. (n. 60), p. 160-169;
CUMONT, The Mysteries ofMithra, p. 144 sq.
167 CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 264, n. 90, writes : «La croyance que les âmes
pieuses sont guidées vers le ciel par une divinité psychopompe ne se trouve pas
seulement dans les mystères de Mithra... mais aussi dans les cultes syriens où ce
rôle est souvent attribué au dieu solaire», citing the Le Bas-Waddington inscription,
2442 : p<xcrtÀt:û BÉcr1to't<X [Helios] i?"<xet K<xl B{()ou 1t<XcrtV ｾｦＮＱＧｩｶ UY1llV lc<xe<xpav, Ｑｴｐｾｓｴ￧
ày<xeàç K<xl PlOU 'tÉÀoç ecreMSv.
168 Cf. Mrs. STRONG, art. cit. (n. 116), p. 46; TAYLOR, op. cit. (n. 116), p. 187; CUMONT,
Astrology and Religion, p. 184 sq.
169 Corp. Herm., l, 26a. Cf. KENNEDY, op. cit. (n. 38), p. 163 sq., where he defines the
yv&crtç 'toû eeoû as a supernatural gift accompanied by the impartation of the
«powers» of God. Note also Corp. Herm., IX, 4a; XIn, 8b, which reads in part: X<x'ipe
Àot1t6v, éb 'tÉlCVOV, àV(Xlme<Xtp6f.1Bvoç 't<x'iç 'to\> eeo\> Buvaf.1ecrtV... iiWev ｾｦＮＱＧｩｶ yv&crtç eeoû.
Pistis Sophia, n, 252 (Mead, trans.), G.R.S. Mead.
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therefore, the planets are conceived of as being both celestial and elemental
evil powers.
Celestial powers. AB hostile celestial deities, the planets assume a typical
role in the gnostic systems. They are commandants (apxovteç)170 or cosmic
rulers (lCocrllolCpatOpeç)l71 who are posted by the entrances to their separate
spheres to guard the gates of heaven agaÎIist the uninitiated soul's ascent to
GodIn. These seven Archons admit safe passage through their portaIs only to
the souls who have gnosis and who are under the guidance of a divine
llyeIlO)V173. AlI other souls they turn away, consigning them to the sublunary
zones, where they remain enslaved to the planets, under the dread rule of
eillapllÉvTl174. This eschatological motif appears most clearly in the
Hermetica and in the early Christian Gnostic writings. In Philo's
discussion of the sovereignty of God in his Special Laws, he refers to the
planets in this gnostic personal sense as apxovteç, but he refuses to admit their
170 Cf. STOB., Herm., XXN, 2, where the sun and the moon are spoken of as <xpxov'teç; in
Corp. Herm., l, 9, the planets are called Ototlcrl'topeç, but their evil function as <xpxov'teç
is seen in 25-26a, in the account of the soul's ascent to heaven. N.B. also the account
ofthis celestial ascent (perhaps the teaching of the Ophites) in ORIG., C. Cels., VI, 31
(Migne), where it is said that the pure soul must pass through the ＼ ｰ ｰ ｡ ｹ ｾ ｯ ｶ Kaldaç-
-1ttlÂaç àpxov'trov airovt ｯ･ｯ･ｾ￉ｶ｡￧ＭＭ on its journey to God; cf. also 27 and 37.
Similar accounts appear in IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 21, 5 (Migne); HIpPOL., (Orig.),
Rer. Omn. Haer., V, 3 (Migne); Acta Ionannis, 114, ed. M. Bonnet, Lipsiae, 1898 :
vide M.R. JAMES, The Apocryphal New Testament, Oxford, 1945, p. 269 sq. An
allusion to this archontic function is found also in The Testament of Solomon
(McCown), Rec. C X, 25; cf. Ms. P IX, 7, where esoteric knowledge of the names of
oi È1t'tlx ｯ｡ｻｾｯｶ･￧ gives Solomon power over these fiery star-gods. For a brief review
of the astrologieal sense of lXpxrov in N.T. and early Christian literature, vide ARNDT
& GINGRICH, A Greek-English Lexicon, p. 113.
171 Cf. Acta Philippi, 144, ed. M. Bonnet, Lipsiae, 1903, where Philip prays for safe
passage through the planetary spheres to paradise, saying : ëroç <Xv 1tapÉÂ6ro
1tav'taç 'toùç ｋｏ＼ｊｾｯｋｰ｡Ｇｴｏｰ｡￧ Kal 'tov 1tOVllPOV opaKov'ta (vide JAMES, op. cit., p. 450);
IAMBL., De Myster. Liber., II, 3 (Parthey), (vide supra n. 82 for partial quotation);
IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 5, 4 (Migne), Ｈｋｏｏｾｏｋｰ｡Ｇｴｲｯｰ = Satan).
172 Other terms are also employed to describe the planetary powers who guard the
gates ofheaven, e.g. : Corp. Herm., IV, 8b, speaks of the ｯ ｰ Ｖ ｾ ｜ ｬ ￧ à<J'tÉprov; XI (2), 19,
refers to them as the O{vll 'trov à<J'tÉprov.
173 Vide supra n. 139. Cf. Pistis Sophia, II, 195 Bq., 227 sq., 232, and 235 Bq. (Mead), on
gnosis and the ascension of the sou!; note also areana in APULEills, The Golden Ass,
XI, 21. CUMONT, Les Religions Orientales, p. 264, n. 90; FESTUGIÈRE, Personnal
Religion, p. 123-139.
174 Corp. Herm., l, 9. DODD, The Bible and the Greeks, p. 138 sq. Pistis Sophia, m, 248-
292 (Mead).
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sovereignty over man175. Writers of Jewish apocalyptic and early Rabbinic
literature reflect their gnostic heritage, when they refer to the planets as
()uvaJ.Letç, 8povot, èÇOUcrLlXt, ayyeÂ.ot, and àpxayyeÂ.ot of the seven heavens176. In
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, particularly, there are various lists
of 'tà É1t'tà 'tà 1tVeÛJ.LlX'tlX 'tf1ç 1tÂ.avllç177, which may be referred to as planetary
Archons, since they are under the authority of the chief apxrov 'tf1ç 1tÂ.avllÇ
(crlX'tlXV&Ç or peÂ.ÎlXp)l78. A conception like that of the seven Archons or
Kosmokratores can be discerned also in the background of the Pauline
letters, in those hierarchies of evil forces èv 'toîç è1tOUPlXVLOtç179, which are
ruled lClX'tà 'tov apxov'tlX 'tf1ç èçoucrLlXÇ 'toû àépoç180, b 8eoç 'tOÛ lXi&voç 'toû'tou 181 .
Although the chief Archon (crlX'tlXV&ç)182 appears here to reside in the lower
air, perhaps183 roç ￠｣ｲＧｴｐｬｘＱｴｾｖ èlC 'toû OÙPlXVOÛ 1tecrov'tlX, he is nevertheless a
celestial power, and his primary habitat is èv 'toîç è1tOUPlXVLotç184. This seems
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
PHILO, On the Special Laws, l, 13 sq.; there is here, however, little or no
eschatological significance. Cf. DODO, op. cit., p. 140; also KNox, op. cit. (n. 5), p. 150,
n. 2. l Samuel (LXX) 6:1 refers to the oi «pxov'teç visible and invisible.
Levi in The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 3:5-8, ed. R.H. Charles, Oxford,
1908; this work is abbreviated henceforth as CHARLES, Testaments. Slavonie Enoch
in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha ofthe Old Testament, 20, ed. R.H. Charles,
II, Oxford, 1913; this work is abbreviated henceforth as CHARLES, Apocrypha. Also
cf. Ethiopic Enoch (CHARLES, Apocrypha) 61:10. Vide «Table Showing Three Views
of the Seven Heavens» in H. St. John THACKERAY, The Relation of St. Paul to
Contemporary Jewish Thought, London, 1900, p. 178-179; N.B. also p. 175 sq. on
the «spirits» in J ewish literature. The Testament ofSolomon (McCown), Ms. D VIII,
6-7, speaks of oi ep6vot and ai lrupuYtll'teç, as well as the Cherubim and Seraphim, as
the heavenly powers. MORGAN, op. cit. (n. 37), p. 6-12, presents in briefthe world
view of Jewish Apocalyptic.
Reuben (CHARLES, Testaments) 2:2-3:7. Levi (CHARLES, Testaments) 3:1, refers to
these ｬ ｴ ｶ ･ ｵ ｾ ｡ Ｇ ｴ ｡ as Élml oùpavÔlv.
From CHARLES, Testaments: Simeon 2:7; Judah 19:14; cf. also Dan 5:6 and 10;
Reuben 2:2. Vide CHARLES, Apocrypha, II, 296.
Ephesians 3:10 and 6:12.
Ephes. 2:2. Cf. SCOTT's note, in Hermetica, III, 259, on summi daemonis in
AsCLEPIUS, m, 28, as a parallel to the Pauline phrase.
II Corinth. 4:4. Cf. also Simeon (Charles, Testaments), 2:7 and Judah (Charles,
Testaments), 19:4.
II Corinth. 11:14; 12:7.
Luke 10:18. Cf. The Testament ofSolomon, :XX, 16-18 (McCown), in part: àa'tépeç
eialv oi lti1t'tov'teç àlto 'toû oùpavoû... Ｑｃ｡Ｇｴ｡ｬｴｬｬｴＧｴｯｾｶ Ô>ç ào'tpaltal éltl 't1]V yilv; Jude 13 :
ào'tÉpeç ｬｴￂ｡ｶｾＧｴ｡ｴ［ vide CLEM. AL., Strom., IV, 18, 116 sq. (Migne) : toîç éq>EatÔlOt tÛ
àv68cp àyyÉMnç.
Ephes. 3:10 and 6:12. Concerning this problem, cf. THACKERAY, op. cit. (n. 176),
p.177.
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clear in Ephesians 6:12, where St. Paul transfers the sruggle between the
Christian and the powers of evil to the planetary spheres. He writes :
o'tt Ol>K Ë<J'ttv 1]llîv 1] 1tâÂ.Tj 1tPOç ailla Kat oâpKa,
&X)Jx 1tpOç 'tàç àpXâç, 1tpOç 'tàç Éçoucrtaç, 1tpOç
'toùç KoolloKpâ'topaç 'toû OK(YtoUÇ 'toû airovoç
'tou'tou, 1tpOç 'tà 1tVEUlla'ttKà 'tfjç 1tovTjptaç Év
'toîç É1toupavtotç185.
Again, in Romans 8, St. Paul describes the relation of the Christian to the fate
determined by the planets186. More specifical1y, however, in his Corinthian
correspondance, he reflects the influence of gnostic thought, when he refers to
the hostile celestial powers as the apxov'tEÇ 'toû airovoç 'tou'tou who unwittingly
crucified 'tov KUptoV 'tfjç <>6çTjç187. This reference to the role of the Archons in
the crucifixion of Jesus suggests the motif of the incognito redeemer who
descends to earth through the portaIs of the planetary spheres unre-
cognized188 . Like St. Paul, other New Testament writers also describe Satan
as the chief Archon of the planetary spheres, referring to mm as 0 apxrov 'trov
185
186
187
188
Ephes. 6:12. Cf. H.L. STRACK and Paul BILLERBECK, eds, Kommentar zum Neuen
Testament aus Talmud un Midrasch, München, 1926, III, 616, on Ephesians 6:12.
KNox, op. cit. (n. 5), p. 221, n. 2, also considers Ephes. 6:12 as indicative of the
Christian's wrestling with the planets; cf. p. 123. DmELlus,An die Kolosser Epheser
an Philemon, p. 97-98. NOCK, op. cit. (n. 41), p. 103, speaks of the relation of the
Christians to the Kosmokratores, i.e., the planetary lords.
Rom. 8:15-39. Cf. St. Paul's reference to 't<X acr8evfi Kal1t'trox<x cr'tOtXeîa in Galat. 4:9;
also to 't<X cr'tOtXcîa 'ta\> KOO/-lO'l> in 4:3; Coloss. 2:8 and 20.
l Corinth. 2:6-8. Cf. John 12:31 and 14:30. N.B. also The Epistles ofIgnatius, trans.
K. LAKE, The Apostolic Fathers, l, LCL : Ephes.17:1; 19; Magn. 1:3; Trall. 4:2; Rom.
7:1; Phil. 6:12. It should be noted that although most N.T. scholars consider the
apxov'teç in II Corinth. 2:6-8 to be planetary powers, THACKERAY, op. cit. (n. 176),
p. 156 sq., considers them to be the earthly rulers who crucified the Lord.
This mysterious transaction and the ayvota of the planetary powers are supported
by Ignatius in bis letter to the Ephesians (LAKE, The Apostolic Fathers) 19:1-3; N.B.
the astrological character of the description. Cf. also The Epistle to Diognetus, trans.
K. LAKE, The Apostolic Fathers, II, LCL, 7:1-9; vide H.G. MEECHAM, ed. and trans.,
The Epistle to Diognetus, Manchester, 1949, p. 117-123, notes on chap. 7. KNox, op.
cU., p. 220-226, Note IV, «The Descent of the Redeemer». On the «Heavenly Man»,
cf. Corp. Herm., l, 13a sq. This same picture appears in HIPPOL. (Orig.), Rer. Omn.
Haer., VI, 46 (Migne), where the Anthropos descends upon Jesus; note also in 43 the
descent of the god with the name of the seven letters to correspond to the seven
vowels (aellLO'I>w). WHITTAKER, op. cit. (n. 38), p. 221 sq.; MURRAY, Five Stages,
p. 154 sq. N.B. on the purpose of Christ's death to reconcile not only man but also
the Archons, cf. Coloss. 1:16 and 20; l Corinth. 11:10 and 15:24; Rom. 8:38; Galat. 1:8.
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Bawovtrov 189 and 0 apxrov 'tOû lI:oallou 'tou'tou190. Similarly, the Apostolic
Fathers speak of Satan as 0 apxrov 'tOû a{rovoç 'tou'tou, 0 ci8tll:oç apxrov, 0 1tOV'llPOç
apxrov and 0 apxrov lI:atpoû 'toû vûv 'tflç àvolltaç191 and of his celestial forces as
a"('YEÂ,ot and BuvallEtÇ 'tOû aa'tavâ, àpxov'ttll:at, and à'Y'YEÂ,tll:at192. The writers
of the Apocryphal New Testament also allude to the planets as hostile forces
and refer to Satan as the chief apxrov and lI:oalloll:pa'trop 193. Particularly
significant in the Apocryphal New Testament, however, is Philip's prayer in
the Acts ofPhilip, where upon his death he asks for safe passage through the
spheres of aIl 'toùç lI:oalloll:pa'topaç lI:at 'tov 1tOV'llPOV Bpall:ov'ta194. In the writings
of the early Church Fathers, the New Testament appellatives for the evil
planetary powers quite naturally recur; yet the Fathers themselves under the
influence of the gnostic world view describe in their own terms the austere
role of the «ruling» planets195. Moreover, in their essays against the deviant
teachings of the Christian Gnostics, they review the various cosmic schemes
in which the souls of men are thought to ascend to heaven through the demon-
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
E.g., Matthew 9:34 and 12:24; in this same context, cf. Mark 3:22 and Luke 11:15. Cf.
also STRACK & BILLERBECK, Kommentar, l, 631-635. The Testament of Solomon
(McCown), II, 9 sq., speaks of l3eeÀÇel3ouÀ as the «pxrov 'trov ùatltovirov, in keeping
with the N.T., Talmud, and Midrasch. PORPHYRY, Of the Philosophy to be derived
from Oracles in EUSEB., Praep. Evang., 174a, ed. E.R. Gifford, l, Oxford, 1903, says
that 'to'Ùç «Pxov'taç 'trov 1tOVllProv ùatlt0vrov 'Uyrov etvat 'tov Lapa1ttV Kat 'tllV 'EKa'tllv'
Tt ùè 9eia YPWPll 'tov l3eÀÇel3ouÀ.
John 12:31, 14:30, and 16:11.
Cf. The Epistles of Ignatius (LAKE, The Apostolic Fathers) passim; The Epistle of
Barnabas (LAKE, op. cit.) 4:13 and 18:2; The Martyrdom ofPolycarp (LAKE, op. cit.)
19:2.
Cf. The Epistle of Barnabas (LAKE, The Apostolic Fathers) 18:1; The Epistles of
Ignatius (LAKE, op. cit.) : Ephes. 13:1-2; Trall. 5:2; also The Epistle to Diognetus (LAKE,
op. cit.) 7. Vide the interesting account ofthe devil as kosmokrator in GRAVES, The
White Goddess, New York, 1958, p. 515-517.
E.g., Acta Philippi (Bonnet), 144; The Preaching ofPeter in CLEM. AL., Strom., VI, 5,
39 (Migne); Acta loannis (Bonnet), 23. Vide JAMES, op. cit. (n. 170), p. 17, 231 sq.,
290, and 450.
Acta Philippi (Bonnet), 144. Cf. also JAMES, op. cit., p. 450.
Cf., e.g., IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 10, 1 (Migne), on Ephes. 6:12: re the angels who
transgressed and became apostates; such are the kosmokratores; CLEM. AL., Strom.,
III, 26; IV, 7; V, 14; VII, 3 (Migne); ORIG., C. Cels., VIII, 34 (Migne).
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guarded spheres of the seven planets196. With a similar emphasis, The
Testament of Solomon, a Hellenistic compilation of magic, astrology, and
demonology, speaks of the planets as the seven evil spirits, under the
familiar epithets ùPxat, Èsoucrtat, ouvaJ.letç, cr'totxeîa, and KocrJ.loKpa'topeç197, and
also refers to Satan (f3eeÂ.çef3ouÂ.) as their chief, 6 apxrov 'tIDV OatllOVtrov 198. The
Neo-Platonists Porphyry, Iamblichus, and Proclus, influenced by the gnostic
mysteries, call the planets apxov'teç199 and KocrJ.loKpa'topeç, oi 'tà U1tO creÂ.'f1Vllv
cr'totXeîa OtotKOl>V'teç200.
Elemental powers. AB a result of the close association between the planets
and the elements in the gnostic world view, it is not strange that these two
forces should occasionally coalesce. Thus, under the epithets cr'tOtXeîa and
KocrJ.lOKpa'topeç, the planets now and then become identified with the elemental
powers, Le., the demons which reside in the sublunary zones201 . Murray
notes this coalescence and remarks on its mystical character.
It is significant that in Hellenistic theology the word Stoicheion, Element,
gets to mean a Daemon as Megathos, Greattness, means an Angel. But
behold a mystery 1The word Stoicheia, «elementa», had long been used
for the Greek ABC, and in particular for the seven vowels aelltouro. That
is no chance, no mere coincidence. The vowels are the mystic signs of the
196
197
198
199
200
201
Cf. IRENAEUS, C. Haer., l, 21, 5 (Migne), re the deviant teaching of Marcus; HIpPOL.
(Orig.), Rer. Omn. Haer., V, 1 sq. (Migne), re the Naasenes on the seven heavens
and the seven planets; CLEM. AL., Strom., II, 8 (Migne), re Basilides and Valentinus;
ORIG., C. Celsum, VI, 27 (Migne), re the <XPXOV'tlKOt in the Ophitic teaching; also in 30,
Origen speaks of 0\ È1t'tà apxovte<; B<xîJ.loveç; and in 31, he refers to the 1t1>}.,<xç
<XPX6v'trov <xiÔ>Vl BeBeJ.lev<xç.
The Testament of Solomon (McCown), XX, 14-15; VIII, 2; XVIII, 2. Cf. Ephes. 1:21
and Coloss. 1:16.
The Testament ofSolomon (McCown), II, 9; III, 5-6; XVI, 3 and 5; passim.
PORPHYRY, Ofthe Philosophy to be derived from Oracles, in EUSEB., Praep. Evang.,
174a; vide supra n. 189. Cf. also 18la.
IAMBL.,De Myster. Lib., II, 3 (parlhey). Cf. PROCL., Tim., III, 58, 7 sq. (Diehl): o\yàp
K<xMUJ.leVOl 1tMVrrreç KO<JJ.lOKpu'topeç ei<JlV.
E.g., cf. Orphie Hymn (Hermann), LXV, 4, where Hephaestus (fire) is personified
as both an elemental and an astral spirit and is called <J'tolXeîov <XJ.lEj.lqlEç. It is possible
also to interpret St. Paul's use of <J't01Xeî<x 'tDÛ KOOJ.lO'll in GaZat. 4:3 and 9 and in Colos.
2:8 and 20 as referring to eosmie spirits, Le., either planetary powers or elemental
demons. Cf. The Testament of Solomon (McCown), VIII, 2 : ｾｊＮｬ･￮￧ È<JJ.lev <J'totxeî<x
KOOJ.lOKpu'topeç 'toû <JKOtO'llÇ; also XX, 14b : <xpx<xî, ÈSO'Il<Jî<Xl, KOOJ.lOKpu'topeç. K<xt \1t'tUJ.lEO<x
ｾｊＮｬｅ￮￧ 0\ B<xîJ.loveç Èv 'tfi> <xepl K<xt <XKouoJ.leV 'tÔ>v È1tO'llp<xvîrov 'tàç lprovàç. Although these
passages are ambiguous, in the light of other passages, e.g., VIn, 4; XV, 5; XVII, 4;
XVIII, 1-2, it seems more probable that these forces are planetary gods rather than
elemental demons.
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Planets; they have control over the Planets. Hence strange prayers and
magic formulae innumerable202.
Many uses of <J''toLxeîa in Hellenistic writings suggest this transition in
meaning203 . lt is possible, for example, to interpret Manetho's phrase 'taû'ta
'tOL oùpavlrov a<J''tprov <J''tOLXeîa in this double sense204. Yet, as E.n. Burton
observes, the meaning of demons might be ascribed to <J''tOLXeîa in Manetho,
but the context does not require anything other than the familiar classical
usage of the word205. Perhaps the earliest probable identification of the two
spirit-forces appears in St. Paul's Galatian and Colossian correspondence,
where the <J"tOLXeîa 'toû KO<J'Il0\) may be thought of as the astral or the elemental
powers of the universe which had formerly held the Anatolian Christians in
bondage206. Similarly, Justin Martyr speaks of 'teX oùpavLa <J''tOLXeîa in this
inclusive sense, as the fallen angels of heaven and the demons of earth207.
The writers of The Epistle to Diognetus208and The Clementine Homilies 209
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
MURRAY, Five Stages, p. 136-137; cf. a similar statement in ID., Hellenistie
Philosophy, in The Hibbert Journal, 9 (October, 1910), p. 23.
Cf. the use of cr'tow::îa in the fol1owing passages: PHILO, On the Contemplative Life,
3-9; Orphie Hymn (Hermann), V and LXV; DIOG. LAERT., VI, 102. N.B. The
Testament of Solomon (McCown), XVIII, 2 : 'tèt. 'tpuh:ovta ilS <T'l:Otxeîa, 0i
ICOOIlOlCpa.'topeç 'to\> crICmo\lç 'to\> aiÔlvoç 'tm'no\l ; in connection with an exorcistic charm
in an Oslo Magic. P. (Eitrem), IV, which reads in part: 'EsopICiÇro cre 'toû (v) owoeKa
cr't\lICirov [cr'tOlXelroV] 'toû oupavoû ICat hCO<Tl'técrcrepa [dICocrt'técrcrepa] cr't\lldrov 'toû ICOOIlO\l;
and also in connection with 'tèt. cr'tOlxeîa 'toû KocrIlO\l, in Galat. 4:3 and 9 (an elliptical
use) and in Coloss. 2:8 and 20, and with 'toùç ICocrIlOlCpa.'topeç 'toû <TKmO\lç 'toû aiÔlvoç
'tou'tO\l in Ephes. 6:12. Cf. CUMONT, Astrology and Religion, p. 121-122.
MANETHO, Astrologus, IV, 624-626, ed. H. Koechly, Lipsiae, 1858 : 'taû'ta 'tûl
oupavlrov acr'tprov cr'tolxeîa 'té't\lIC'tal, otç 0 1ta.Â.al ICat 0 vûv ICat f.1trov Xpovoç
f.ICllellé'tPll'tal ÈICllé'tp01Ç aiÔlcrl, Kat dç aiÔlvoç 01tll0eî. Cf. also this use of the term in
the Wisdom ofSolomon (LXX) 7:17-20.
E.D. BURTON, A Critieal and Exegetieal Commentary on the Epistle to the
Galatians, Edinburgh, 1921, p. 513.
Galat. 4:1-11 and Coloss. 2:6-23. Vide J.B. McMINN, An Historieal Treatment ofthe
Greek Phrase 'tèt. <1'tOlxeîa 'toû ICocrIlO\l, unpubl. diss., Southern Seminary, Louisville,
p. 232-260 and 289-305. Cf. also II Peter 3:10 and 12.
JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia, II, 5, 4-6 (Migne) : 0 geoç 'tov 1ta.v'ta ICoollOV Ｑｴｏｬｾ｣ｲ｡￧ ICat 'tèt.
È1tlyela aV9pcll1t01Ç ùito'ta.Saç ICat 'tèt. oupa.vla cr't01Xeîa dç aÜSllcrlV ICap1tÔlV ICat ropÔlV
lle'tapoMç ｉｃｯ｣ｲｬｬｾ｣ｲ｡￧Ｎ Cf. also THEOPHILUS, To Autolyeus, l, 4 (Migne), where, in his
praise of the one God, he speaks of his attributes : 11Â.1OÇ ICat ｣ｲ･ￂＮｾｶｬｬ ICat acr'tépeç
cr'tolxeîa dcriv, dç <11111eîa ICat dç ICalpoùç ICat dç ｾ ｬ ｬ ￩ ｰ ｡ ￧ ICat dç f.Vla\l'toùç reyovo'ta.
These forces had been considered by the pagans as /)ailloveç rather than attributes
of a monotheistic deity.
The Epistle to Diognetus (LAKE, The Apostolie Fathers) 7:2, speaks of the Artificer
and Demiurge by whom God made the heavens and enclosed the sea, ot 'tèt.
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also telescope these demonic forces under the epithet cr'totxEÎa. In the
Testament of Solomon there appears under the descriptive phrase cr'totxeîa
lCocrJ,lOlCpa'topeç 'tOl> crlCO'tOUÇ a more explicit identification of the planetary gods
with the elemental demons. While interviewing the demons of earth,
Solomon encounters seven evil spirits of beauty and grace, who come before
him in submission. Not recognizing them, however, he asks for their identi-
fication, and they reply :
TtJ,leîç ÈcrJ,lEV cr'tOtXeîa lCocrJ,lOlCpa'topeç 'tOl> crlCÛ'tOUÇ
... lCat 'tà acr'tpa TtJ,l&v Èv oùpavq> <pa{vov'tat
J,ltlCpà lCat ÔlÇ eeot lCaÀoUJ,leea.21O
These seven spirits are evidently the planet-gods, who as demonic forces
reside not only in the heavens but also on earth. This implication of dual
residence might possibly account for St. Paul's apparent inconsistency in
Ephesîans 2:2, where the powers of darkness are assigned to the sublunary
zones, and 6:12, where they are placed in the celestial spheres. At any rate, it
is clear that the two forces coalesce at times and are thought of indiscrimi-
nately as demonic elemental powers.
Mantissa
Now, to what extent can we say that these paradigms serve as a Hellenis-
tic legacy to Byzantine tradition ? How do they afford a foundation for an
'unorthodox' world view within the tradition ? On the face of it, adoption of
either of these world views would account, in a significant way, for the
Il'llcr-nlptu 1ttcr'tooç nO;v'tu (jmMXcrcret 'tà cr'totXeîu; again, in 8:2, the Epistle asserts that
«those pretentious philosophers» assign deity to the elements : oi oe \Somp, oi 0' lJ),)."o
'Ct 'toov cr'tOtXe1mv. Here the term denotes the heavenly bodies (sun, moon, stars) as
weIl as fire, air, water, etc., and reflects the notion of pagan deities referred to in
Deut. (LXX) 4:19; cf. MEECHAM, 'j''he Epistle to Diognetus, p. 117-124 (notes).
209 Cf. Clementina : Homilia, X, 9 (Migne), where the writer disparages the worshiping
of idols : oi ÂoytcrllOùç ëxov'teç ouoè 'tà Çoou npocrK'llvoûcrtV, ouoè cr'totXeîu 'tà unD geoû
yeyevllllévu KoÂ-m:euO'llcrtv, Â-éym oÈ wpuv6v, ｾ ￂ Ｍ ｴ ｯ ｖ Ｌ ｣ ｲ ･ ￂ Ｍ ｾ ｶ ｬ ｬ ｶ Ｌ Ｆ ｣ ｲ Ｇ ｴ ｰ ｵ ｮ ｾ ｶ Ｌ 9aÂ-ucrcruv KUt
nav'tu 'tà Èv uu'toîç.
210 The Testament of Solomon (McCown), VIII, 2 and 4a. McCown notes : «They
[demons] cause aIl kinds of diseases and bodily defects, from seasickness to
epilepsy, being particularly dangerous to women in childbirth and to infants. They
destroy fields, flocks, houses, ships, and human lives, and will finally bring the end
of the world. The thirty-six decani are entirely of this sort. Demons are sources also
ofmoral evil, inspiring heresies, idolatry, lust, theft, envy, hatred, murder, war, and
kindered evils. The seven spirits who calI themselves... [kosmokratores] are of this
kind» (p. 45).
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dominance of spirit forces in the life and thought of the ordinary Byzantine
citizen. To that one, the world of the supematural exists in a very real and
familiar sense. God, his angels, and the saints, as weil as the devil and his
minions, inhabit the spheres, special locales, and even the artifacts of the
Byzantine world. Consequently, a world view that recognizes such forces,
and, especiaily, one with an astrologieal motif, could accomodate the beliefs
and superstitions of the spirit-minded. Such a world view is ready to hand in
the Heilenistic legacy, and a cursory reconstruction of certain 'unorthodox'
features of a cosmic scheme within Byzantinism wiil suffice to show that this
legacy provides this accommodation.
Byzantine autocracy gives evidence of this adjustment. As an adaptation
of the Heilenistic view, with its astrologieal overtone, the emperor, although
not a god, is the god's vice-regent211 . His dutY is to imitate god by
establishing on earth a mimesis of the celestial order212. Under counsel of
the logos, which is the immanent principle of order in the universe, he is the
agent of the supreme cosmic power. Thus he shares the titles of his divine
sovereign; he is the autokrator, the kosmokrator, and the pantokrator213• The
symbols of his imperial authority also reflect this astrologieal vintage. As a
personification of the planetary sun-god, the emperor has the same attributes
as the god and, in his portraits, is represented wearing the nimbus and
carrying in his hand the terrestrial globe214. The sun and the moon, as weil
as the eagle, the attribute of Kronos, are also planetary symbols of his univer-
saI authority215. Under the influence of this symbolic association, the
emperor bears the astrological epithet chronokrator216 . The final stroke,
indicating both Heilenistic and astrologieal origins, is the apotheosis of the
emperor, his ascent through the lower planetary spheres to the highest sphere
211
212
213
214
215
216
N.H. BAYNES, Byzantine Studies and Other Essays, London, 1955, p. 18, 33; H.W.
HAUSSIG, A History ofByzantine Civilization, trans. J.M. Hussey, New York, 1971,
p. 186 sq.; C. MANGo, Byzantium : the Empire of New Rome, New York, 1980,
p.219-220.
BAYNES, op. cit., p. 48-49.
Cf. ENSSLIN, The Emperor and the Imperial Administration, in N.R. BAYNES and
R.St.L.B. Moss, Byzantium : An Introduction to East Roman Civilization, Oxford,
1948, p. 273; HAUSSIG, op. cit., «15. Christ the Pantocrator; mosaic, Church ofHosios
Loukas of Stiri, Phoeis..; J. LINDSAY, Byzantium into Europe, London, 1952, «13.
Christ Pantocrator and Others, Mosaie, Monreale Cathedral, 1174-82...
HAUSSIG, op. cit., p.187, 193; MANGO, op. cit., p. 219.
HAUSSIG, op. cit., p.196.
Vide supra, n. 82,100-104, and, especially, 116-139.
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of heaven217 . This ascension reflects the pagan sense of apotheosis, the
deification of the Roman emperor as a planetary deity in the starry heavens.
Byzantine mysticism affords another example of an «unorthodox»
motive, a «Christian» adaptation of the Hellenistic legacy. Based on an
asceticism aiming at a deepened inner spirituality, the Byzantine mystic
seeks to achieve a vision of god and ultimately to become god218 . This
entheosis he undertakes, not without orthodox regard for the sacraments of
liturgy and prayer, but rather through a love of god undisturbed by the
sufferings and other evils of the temporal world. His desire for ecstatic com-
munion with god leads to the final goal of religion - the unio mystica219•
This mystical daim to entheosis, Lindsay argues, cornes within the bounds
of orthodoxy :
... in the East the idea of becoming God could be embodied in positions that
forced their way to the centre of orthodoxy. Knowledge and being were
held to be one : to know God was to be God. As a man rises from apatheia to
gnosis, from a passive acceptance to unifying insight and knowledge, he
gained a soma pneumatikon, a spiritual body, and at last became God220.
To argue this weak point, however, seems futile, when the Stoic format of
«astral mysticism» is so ready to hand. Here, the Byzantine mystic's ecstatic
communion with god, through love, to overcome the ills of this life and to
become god is merely a stand-in for the Stoic devotee's esthetic contemplation
of the starry heavens, through cosmic emotion, to overcome sublunary ills
and to achieve astral apotheosis. But if one finds this Stoic stratagem inap-
propriate to the exaltation of the Byzantine mystic, then surely one can see its
affinity with the gnostic mystery redemption-motif.
In pursuit of the vision of god, the mystic adopts another «unorthodox»
feature to accommodate the «Christian» world view. Investing the symbols of
the church with a new and profound content, he invokes the powers of the spirit
world to effect his purposes. The traditional icons now possess mystic signi-
ficance previously unknown in the church; they become numinous221 , As a
locus for a saint, the saint could speak through it and by its agency work
miracles. But no longer remaining a sacred tool of the mystic, the icon
acquires an important place in popular piety; its miraculous aid cornes to be
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D.L RICE, The Byzantines, New York, 1962, p. 28-129; HAUSSIG, op. cit., p.192.
Cf. LINDsAY, op. cit., p. 324.
HAUSSIG, op. cit., p. 329-331.
LINDsAY, op. cit., p. 324.
MANGO, op. cit., p. 98; HAUSSIG, op. cit., p. 330.
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regarded as a sacred right222. For the ordinary Byzantine, it becomes a
magical charm for aIl purposes : to procure favor, to bring victory, to counter
evil influences, to ward off unfavorable circumstances, or to overcome
illness. That this belief in the miraculous power of the icon should emerge
even within the bastions of orthodoxy ought not be too surprising, for the
efficacy of signs, speIls, bans, incantations, and charms of aIl sorts has Iain
aIl too deep in the Greek psyche223. And as shown earlier, gnostic or esoteric
wisdom always makes use of occult power.
One last example of an «unorthodox» fancy widely accepted among the
Byzantine masses, an account vividly reminiscent of the gnostic mystery of
redemption - the apotheosis of the soul. Life on earth, taken as a spiritual
contest between angelic and demonic forces over the destiny of a soul, has its
final act at the time of one's death. As the soul separates itselffrom the body, a
throng of demons rushes to the deathbed in an attempt to take possession of the
soul only to be thwarted by the soul's guardian angel. Departing the body, the
soul has to journey through the planetary spheres and to stop along the way at
customs houses (telonia) run by demons, who examine it on its deeds done on
earth, either letting it pass upon proper payment due, determined by good
works, or taking possession of it on the spot. Passing muster, the soul then
mounts upward to the Father224.
While these accounts make no outward show of the austerity of planetary
control, either from friendliness or hostility, aIl of the spirit-filled hosts of the
celestial domain, both sublunary and superlunary, are still present in the
form of angelic and demonic powers. Under a faint astrological motif,
cosmic dualism still remains in the mind-set of the religious and the super-
stitious, whether in terms of icon-worship or in the struggle of the soul's
ascent to heaven through demon-ridden planetary spheres. Leading philoso-
phers and scientists, too, as weIl as religionists, magicians, alchemists, and,
of course, astrologers, not only accept in theory this occult world view but also
conduct their lives under its auspices. And it is at least an amalgam of this
Hellenistic legacy that Byzantine intellectuals, such as Maximus the
Confessor, Leo the Mathematician, Photius, Michael PseIlus, John Italus,
Theodore Metochites, and Gemistus Pletho, inherit and under its patronage
practice this abstruse «science», albeit sub rosa. As Norman Baynes has so
carefully argued225 , the Byzantines are the intellectuai heirs of the Hel-
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IDCE, op. cit., p. 130.
Cf. BAYNES, op. cit., p. 7.
Vide MANGo, op. cit., p. 164; this account derives from the Life of8t. Anthony (Vita
S. Antonii, 9, 28, PG XXVI, 857, 888). Also cf. BAYNES, op. cit., p. 6 sq.
BAYNES, op. cit., p. 3.
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lenistic Age, having appropriated and making intimately their own the
Hellenistic outlook. It serves as the surprising continuity in the Christian
restatement of the pagan ideal. And this legacy, 1 c1aim, provides the
foundation for an «unorthodox» world view within this unique Christian
tradition.
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Errata.Kemos, 1 (1988), p. 63·77.
p.64,n.1
p.66,n.7
p.66,n.8
p. 70, 1. 9
p. 71,1. 34
p.72,n.44
p.73,n.50
p. 75,1. 10
p. 77,1. 8
p.77,n.72
last, in place of late.
Diehl, in place of Diehls.
interpenetration, in place of interpretation.
eternal, in place of eterne1.
after ruling, enter power.
paper, in place of chapter.
before henotheistic, its, in place of ms.
and, in place of an (before «the will of the God»).
immortality, in place of immorality.
men, in place of man.
